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Here's your yearbook. Now you can find unflattering
pictures of yourself and force your friends to sign it. Get
it out again next year to figure out the name of that cute
someone sitting across from you in class, or in ten years
to prove that her nose looked different way back when.
Way back when what? When everything was so much
simpler, so much easier, so much more (dare I say it?)
rock & roll. Even though we all want to graduate already,
these four years might look pretty perfect when we look
back through the rose-tinted reading glasses of old age.
Or these hairstyles will be embarrassing and our
grandchildren will make fun of us. These most likely
won't be the days of our lives. That makes sense: time
doesn't end just because high school does. Really, it's
silly that we spent so much time and energy trying to
preserve the past 180 days. Fashions, friendships and
futures change in ways we could never foresee.
The best we can do, then, is create a glimpse of what
happened in Westfield High School for a fleeting second
sometime between September and June.
Here's what happened: this year rocked out loud. Yes,
we woke up early and stayed up late doing unnecessary
amounts of homework. We also learned and laughed
and made the best friends imaginable. So look through
this yearbook and relive the memories of a few months
ago (we were so young!). Try not to say, "Stop the clock!
It went too fast."

Katherine Roberts
Class of 2008
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SENIORS
High school is a time for discovering who we are, what we
believe in, and what we hope for. It is about learning,
developing friendships, and having fun. With each year of high
school comes new expectations, new goals, and memories. The
class of 2008 is unique; memories have been created and will
never be forgotten. Our class wins powder puff every chance
we get, we have ridiculously good athletes, and we have brains.
Bottom line - we rule the school. As timid freshman we tried to
find our way around and make new friends. We became
forgotten sophomores, a little more knowledgeable, but far
from the top. Then we were the stressed out juniors, doing
everything in our power to earn those "A's" and finish the JRP.
Now it is our final year of high school and we are one united
class. We know how to have fun and keep our academics on
top. Graduation will be here before we know it, but for now we
must reflect upon the memories we have created throughout
our four years of high school. I want to say thanks to the class
of 2008 for making these four years such a fun and memorable
experience. As we continue on the path of life these four years
will remain a part of who I am.

Rachel Ganz
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Timothy Adamcik

James Adams

Samantha Adams

"Sometimes the road less
traveled is less traveled for a
reason."
- Jerry Seinfeld

Jessica Anderson

Malcolm Allen
"No matter where you go, you
are what you are...”
- Jay-Z

Samantha Anderson

Alexandra Annis

Lindsey Archambault

Stephen As wad

Marlee Austin

Samantha Avis

Erin M. Bange

"Putting problems into
PERSPECTIVE is the first step in
finding their VANISHING
POINT."
- Ziggy

"I’ve been smiling lately, thinking
about the good things to come
and I believe it could be,
something good has begun."
- Cat Stevens

"Life moves pretty fast. If you
don't stop and look around once
in a while, you could miss it."
- Ferris Bueller
Ferris Bueller's Day Off

"The door's open, but the ride it
ain't free."
- Bruce Springsteen
Thunder Road

"Growing up is never easy. You
hold on to the things that were.
You wonder what’s to come.”
- The Wonder Years
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Seniors

Jeanell D. Barbosa

Ben Baron

Amanda Barone

Kyle Barry
"I hate school and I hate all of
you. I'm never coming back to
school. NEVER!"
- Billy Madison
Billy Madison

Dennis Bartsch
"There's no more time left to
criticize. I've seen what I could
not recognize. Everything in my
life was leading me on. But I can
be strong."
- Boston
Don't Look Back

Elizabeth Bennett

James Bender

Jeremy Bender

"Is it wrong to be strong? You be
the judge."
- Chris Pontius

Danielle Bercovicz
"There is fate, but it only takes
you so far because once you're
there, it's up to you to make it
happen."
- Can't Hardly Wait

Claire Bennett
"Destiny is not a matter of
chance; it is a matter of choice. It
is not a thing to be waited for; it is
a thing to be achieved."
- William Jennings Bryan

Adam Bergo

Brendan Berkowitz
"What we do in life echoes in
eternity."
- Maximus
Gladiator

Seniors
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Harry Bernstein

Andres Betancourt

Anusuya Bharadwaj

Aaron Billups

"Looking towards the future we
were hoping for the past. We
knew we had the good things,
but they never seemed to last.
Oh please last."
- Modest Mouse

"The world is always changing;
sometimes it happens overnight.
Wake up, and your life is perched
on a precipice; fall asleep, it
swallows you whole."
- Anderson Cooper

"Dirt is dirt. And dirt is always
going to be dirt."
- Richard Cedeno

Matthew S. Blutfield

Kristen L. Boersig

Andrew Bogatko

"If you have a purpose in which
you can believe, there's no end
to the amount of things you can
accomplish."
- Marian Anderson

"Have no fear for giving in,
You know that in the end its
better to say to much
Than to never say what you need
to say."
- John Mayer

"Who is but the form following the
function of what...and what I am is a
man in a mask."
-V
V for Vendetta
"Freedom is the right of all sentient
beings."
- Optimus Prime

Laryssa Borkowsky

James A. Boyle

Lauren Brachman

Ryan G. Brand

"If you're going to reach for a
star, reach for the lowest one you
can."
- Jerri Blank
Strangers with Candy

"I'm sick of following my dreams.
I'm just going to ask them for
where they're going and hook up
with them later."
- Mitch Hedberg

'"You cannot roll with me,' said
the Big O, 'But perhaps you can
roll by yourself.'"
- Shel Silverstein
The Missing Piece
Meets the Big O

Victoria N. Binko
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Seniors

Kelsi Browning

Nicholas Brennan

Jennifer Brotman

"If you've lost your faith in love or
music, then the end won't be
long."
- The Libertines
Up the Bracket

"When I look in the mirror I see
my days to come and my face is
just a trace of where I'm coming
from."
- Ani DiFranco
Circle of Light

Lauren Brunhofer

Caitlin Burke

Matthew Burton

"Sometimes you’re flush and
sometimes you're bust and when
you're up, it's never as good as it
seems, and when you're down, you
never think you'll be up again, but life
goes on."
- Blow

"But let's not talk about fare-theewells now. The night is a starry
dome...And they're playin that
scratchy rock and roll beneath
the Matala moon."
- Toni Mitchell
Carey

"I think it's really tragic when
people get serious about stuff."
- Frank Zappa
No Commercial Potential:
The Saga of Frank Zappa

Emma Byer

Jennifer Calello

Andrew Calvaruso

Jessica Campo

"If you're going to be two-faced,
at least make one of them pretty"
- Ali Lambert

"I am not afraid of the future, for
I've seen yesterday and I love
today."
- T.G.I. Fridays

"The world is in your hands.
Now use it."
- Phil Collins

"Success is often achieved by
those who don't know that failure
is inevitable."
- Coco Chanel

Kelly J. Braun

Nina Brown stone
"Don't cry because it's over.
Smile because it happened."
- Dr. Seuss

"It is fun to be in the same decade
with you."
- FDR

Seniors
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Travis Cassett

Scott Camuto

Michael Cappiello

Taylor Carlson

"You find your own tree."
- Edmond Dantes
The Count of Monte Cristo

"When you're younger you never
look before you leap, and now
I'm older and I still leap."
- Bear Grylls
Man vs. Wild

"Here's to the times, the good
and the bad. Here's to the ones
you'll never forget. Here's to the
years we've had."
- Graham Colton
New Year's Resolution

Andrew Castrorao

Richard Cede no

Alex Chaves

Christopher Chin

"I take three L’s to the head...
Love...Live...Life."
- Lil Wayne
Beat Without Bass

"Questions tempt you to tell lies,
particularly when there is no
answer."
- Pablo Picasso

"Have the guts, got the glory,
went the distance, now I'm not
gonna stop. Just a man and his
will to survive."
- Survivor
Eye of the Tiger

Patrick Clancy

Tyler Clark

Brittany Clemenko

Samantha Chu
"I cannot say good-bye to those
whom I have grown to love, for the
memories we have made will last a
lifetime and never know a good-bye."
- Anonymous
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Seniors

"Madness is genius, imperfection
is beauty and its better to be
absolutely ridiculous than be
absolutely boring."
- Marilyn Monroe

Catherine Cognetti

Christina Cognetti

Craig Cognetti

Elise Colasanti

"I always knew looking back on all
the tears would make me laugh but I
never knew looking back on all the
laughs would make me cry."
- Unknown

"Truly great friends are hard
to find, difficult to leave, and
impossible to forget."
- G. Randolf

"Those who commit to everything ,
cannot commit to anything."
- Chris Tafelski
"Get busy living or get busy dying."
- Shawshank Redemption

"All your life you were only
waiting for this moment to arise."
- The Beatles
Blackbird

Dennis Coleman

Caitlin Comforti

Jordana Confino

Raymond Connery

"Life's full of beauty. Notice smiling
faces, smell the rain, feel the wind.
Live your life to its potential and fight
for your dreams."
- Ashley Smith

"What it all comes down to is that
everything's gonna be fine fine
fine."
- Alanis Morissette
Hand In My Pocket

Marlena Cortese

Stephanie Cortinhal

Caitlin Corkery

"What lies behind you and what
lies in front of you, pales in
comparison to what lies inside
of you."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Kyle Cortley
"Life is too short to have on a bad
outfit."
- Kit Pistol
Project Runway

Seniors
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Benjamin Cosgriff

Lauren N. Couture

Leigh Couture

Emily Cozzi

"So be sure when you stop. Step
with care and great tact and
remember that Life's a Great
Balancing Act."
- Dr.Seuss
Oh The Places You'll Go

"I hope your dreams take you...to the
corners of your smiles, the highest of
your hopes and the most special
places in your heart."

"Sometimes, a moment stuns us
as it happens. And we know that
this moment, every part of i t , will
live on forever."
- Lucas Scott
One Tree Hill

Suzanna N. Cross

Stephanie Crosta

Erica Crowley

"One more time we're gonna
celebrate. Oh yeah, all right."
- Daft Punk

"So you're scared and you're
thinking that maybe we ain't that
young anymore."
- Bruce Springsteen
Thunder Road

Eric Curialle

Barbara D'Agosto

Julie Daurio

Joshua David

"The most important thing is to
enjoy your life—to be happy—it's
all that matters."
- Audrey Hepburn
"Make it work."
- Tim Gunn

"All the important things in this world not life and death, perhaps, which are
merely words, but the important
things - work out rather beautifully."
- J.D. Salinger
Seymour - An Introduction

"Be kind, for everyone you meet
is fighting a harder battle."
- Plato
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Seniors

- Anonymous

Andrew Cunningham
"The direct use of force is such a
poor solution, to any problem, it
is generally employed only by
small children and large nations."
- David Friedman

Briana Davis

Annie De Palmer

"Always put God first. Always
believe in yourself. Follow your
heart and never give up."
- Mary Johnson

"Remind me that well always
have each other when everything
else is gone."
- Incubus
Dig

John Di lorio

Michael Dibble

Don Enrique De Rojas

Ian Devaney

"Laziness is nothing more than
the habit of resting before you
get tired."
- Jules Renard
"When God gives you lemons,
find a new God!"
- Anonymous

"I don't know half of you half as
well as I should like; and I like
less than half of you half as well
as you deserve."
- Bilbo Baggins
The Lord of the Rings

Melvin Diep

Alison Donohue

"Since we are destined to live out
our lives in the prison of our
minds, our one duty is to furnish
it well."
- Peter Ustinov

Kerriann Dooley

Benjamin J. Dornfeld

"The most important thing is to
enjoy life—to be happy--that's all
that matters."
- Audrey Hepburn

"Be who you are and say what
you feel because those who mind
don't matter, and those who
matter don't mind."
- Dr. Seuss

"Somewhere over the rainbow,
there's another rainbow."
- Tobias Funke
Arrested Development

Jared M. Dornfeld

Emily Doskow
"What lies behind us and what
lies before us are tiny matters
compared to what lies within us."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Katherine Douglas

Michael Downer

"If I have any justification for
having lived it's simply, I'm
nothing but faults, failures and so
on, but I have tried to make a
good pair of shoes. There’s some
value in that."
- Arthur Miller

John Dugan

William Eisenberg
"I ran into Isosceles. He had a
great idea for a new triangle!"
- Woody Allen
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Shane Edwards

Latasha Ellerbe

Connor Doyle

Rose Driscoll

"Careful. We don't want to learn
from this."
- Calvin and Hobbes

"If you go flying back through
time, and you see somebody
else flying forward into the future,
it's probably best to avoid eye
contact."
- Jack Handey

Evan Einstein

Evan L. Eisenberg

"They may forget what you said,
but they will never forget how you
made them feel."
- Carl W. Buechner

"Man 1was mean but I'm
changing my scene,
And I'm doing the best that 1
can..."
- The Beatles

Latima Ellerbe

Charles Elliot

"Just finish high school and
college if you don't do anything
else with your life."
- Mom

Andrea Ellis

Jesse Embry

Josefine Eriksson

Craig Esposito

Elizabeth Engel

Michele Eniclerico

"Life throws its blows, we are
stunned, thrown back, and
sometimes shattered. Life holds
the unexpected, embrace it and
be strengthened."
- Elisa Monte

"The only thing standing between
me and true happiness is...
reality."
- Anonymous

Brett Ettinger

Danielle Evans
"Remember that every day ends
and brings a new tomorrow full of
exciting new things. Love what
you do, do the best you can, and
always remember how much you
are loved."
- Vickie M. Worsham

"There are two types of tragedies
in life. One is not getting what
you want, the other is getting it."
- Yuri Orlov
Lord of War
SB|

Brian Fabiano

Alex Falk

Caroline Fallon

"No one glues my circle strafe
hand to a doorknob...and gets
away with it."
- Ethan McManus
"Higher the volume."
- Bobby O'Rourke

"Pain heals. Chicks dig scars.
Glory... lasts forever."
- Shane Falco
The Replacements

"It's not the things you cannot do
that make you who you are.... It's
doing good with what you have
that allows you to go far."
- Johnny Hart

John Falzon
"Veni, vidi, vici."
- Julius Caesar
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Matthew Feniger

Ryan Anne Ferro

Renee Ferio

Caitlin Ferraro

"May you have enough trials to
make you strong, enough sorrow
to keep you human, and enough
hope to bring you joy."
- Anonymous

"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their
dreams."
- Eleanor Roosevelt

Jeremy Fischbein

Bryan Fitzpatrick

Cornelius Fitzpatrick

"I think people should be allowed
to do whatever they want. We
haven't tried that for a while.
Maybe this time it'll work."
- George Carlin

"I'm going back to New York City,
I do believe I've had enough."
- Bob Dylan
"Devaney, put a shirt on. I think I
can see through you."
- Mr. Farabaugh

Benjamin Flast

Andrew Foltz-Morrison

"My dearest friends, even if your
hope has burned with time,
anything that's dead shall be re
grown, your warning sign, you
will be fine."
- Angels and Airwaves

Michael Fitzpatrick

Vincent Fitzpatrick

"What's the snizzle my dizzle?"
- Mom

"Some people never go crazy.
What truly horrible lives they
must live."
- Charles Bukowski
Betting on the Muse
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David Farrer

"Give a man a fire and he's warm
for a day, but set fire to him and
he's warm for the rest of his life."
- Terry Prachett

Tara K. Fowler

Travis Fox

Lauren Frankfort

Christopher Franks

"Maybe the best any of us can do
is not quit, play the hand we've
been dealt and accessorize what
we've got."
- Carrie Bradshaw
Sex and the City

Jamie Freeman

Ashley Freudenheim

Evan Friedman

Marissa Friedman

"People, even more than things,
have to be restored, renewed,
revived, reclaimed, and
redeemed; never throw out
anyone."
- Audrey Hepburn

"These are the precious times we
hold in our hearts forever. These
are the sweetest times, these
times together."
- Christina Aguilera

"It is by going down into the
abyss that we recover the
treasures of life. Where you
stumble, there lies your
treasure."
- Joseph Conrad

"The length of our life is not as
important as its depth."
- Mary Fischer

f$ p P

Matthew Fritz

Alexander Fruchtman

Nicholas Fusaro

Emily E. Fusco

"Age is just a number."
- Bob Miller

"The only way to do great work is
to love what you do. If you
haven't found it yet, keep looking.
You'll find it."
- Steve Jobs

"Remember Red, hope is a good
thing, maybe the best of things,
and no good thing ever dies."
- Andy Dufresne
Shawshank Redemption

"The memories in my head are
just as real as the time we spent.
You'll always be close to me my
friend, this is not the end."
- The Bravery

Seniors
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Olympia Gaglioti

Ariel Gale

Anthony Galindo

"What'll we do with ourselves this
afternoon? And the day after
that, and the next thirty years?"
- F. Scott Fitzgerald

Brittney Gallagher
"And you are my witness, but I
am not finished, so keep your
mouth closed, and let your eyes
listen."
- Lil' Wayne
1000 Degrees

Melissa Gallagher

Anne Galligan

Rachel Ganz

Matthew Gelmetti

"Everything that's meant to
happen does, eventually."
- Angela Hayes
American Beauty

"Dont fear the long road,
'cause on the long road
you've got a long time
to sing a simple song."
- Michael Franti
and Spearhead

"You laugh until you cry,
you cry until you laugh,
and everyone must breathe,
until their dying breath."
- Regina Spektor
On the Radio

"Fear holds us and binds us and
keeps us from growing... It kills a
small piece of us each day."
- The King's Buccaneer
"The journey is the reward."
- Proverb

Wiliam Geltzeiler

Paige Geraghty

Augustin Gibbons

Brian Gibbons

"Where?"
"There!"
"What, behind the rabbit?"
"It is the rabbit!"
- King Arthur and Tim
Monty Python and the Holy Grail

"I guess the reason we cherish
memories so much is because
they're the only things in life that
never change."
- Anonymous

"Where you end up isn't the most
important thing. It's the road you
take to get there. The road you
take is what you'll look back on
and call your life."
- Tim Wiley

"I'm shopping around for
something to do that no one will
like."
- J. Garcia

-
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Katherine Goellner

Matthew Gralla

Aidan Granstrand

"The greatest thing you'll ever
learn is just to love and be loved
in return."
- Moulin Rouge
"I was saying boo-urns."
- Hans Moleman

'It's just the way I live my life. I
grip it and rip it. I live it with a lot
of flair."
- Hansel
Zoolander

"But you make success nobody
delivers your fate. Sometimes
you give and you take."
- Immortal Technique

Luke Granstrand

Allison Grasso

Rachel Gray

Joseph P. Green

'They say you should never mix
business with pleasure. Really?
Then explain to me how a puttputt golf company operates."
- Andy Bernard
The Office

"Hold on and don't shed a tear.
Through the darkness and good
times. I knew I'd make it
through."
- Celine Dion
A New Day Has Come

Matthew Green

Britta Greene

Devan Giordano

"When everyone says it can't be
done, ducks fly together."
- Gordon Bombay
D2: The Mighty Ducks

"Some people want it to happen,
some wish it would happen,
others make it happen."
- Michael Jordan

Jared Greene

Julie Greener

"Don't worry about the world
ending today, it's tomorrow in
Australia."
- Charles Schulz

Seniors
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Alexander Greenspan

Michael Gregory

"Don't worry about the world ending
today, it's tomorrow in Australia."
- Charles Schulz
"We have pancakes on Tuesdays."
- R a in m a n

Matthew Haddad

Diane Hagmann

Joshua Gribbin

Peter Griesmer

"All experiences are good, son,
some just better than others."
- Coach Barner

"No matter what anybody tells
you, words and ideas can
change the world."
- Mr. Keating
Dead Poets' Society

Alex Halliburton

Elizabeth Harbaugh

"Birdman flys forever gobble
gobble."
- Birdman

"I made it out and can say though I
have my days just like everybody
else I still think I have a future."
- Lester Bangs
P s y c h o tic R e a c tio n s
a n d C a rb u re to r D u n g

Jessica Harmer

Claire Harris

Elizabeth Hawkins

Agustina Healy

"Promise me you'll give faith a
fighting chance. And when you get
the choice to sit it out or dance, I
hope you dance."
- Lee Ann Womack

"Well behaved women rarely
make history."
- Laurel Thatcher

"How'd it get so late so soon? It's
night before it's afternoon.
December's here before it's
June. My goodness how the time
has flewn."
- Dr. Seuss

"Have faith in your dreams and
someday your rainbow will come
smiling through."
- Cinderella
Cinderella

I H o p e Y ou D a n c e
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Seniors

James Heffernan
"Frank: How's your Mother?
Man: Not too good. She's on her way
out.
Frank: We all are. Act accordingly."
- Frank Costello
The D e p a rte d

Benjamin Hiller

Salonia Henry
"Don't gain the world and lose your
soul, wisdom is better than silver or
gold."

"Music doesn't lie: If there is
something to be changed in this
world, then it can only happen
through music."
- Jimi Hendrix

Caitlin Hewett

"Sometimes the light at the end
of the tunnel is a train."
- Charles Barkley

"There is a time for departure
even when there's no certain
place to go."
- Tennessee Williams

“Live the life you love, love the life
you live."
- Bob Marley

Thomas Hogaboom
"Never give in - never...in nothing
great or small, large or petty, never
give in except to convictions of
honour and good sense. Never yield
to force; never yield to the apparently
overwhelming might of the enemy."
- Winston Churchill

James Hooper-Hamersley

Brandon Heroux

Lauren Huff
"What have you learned,
Dorothy?"
- The Tin Man
The Wizard of Oz

Maalik HoiIaway

Jonathan Holt

"Sic Semper Tyrannis."
- Virginia Flag

"Before you put on a frown, make
absolutely sure there are no
smiles available."
- Jim Beggs

Maresa Hughes

Alexandria Hurtt

"Never give up on the good
times. Livin' it up is a state of
mind."
- Spice girls

"The function of education is to
teach one to think intensively and
to think critically. Intelligence plus
character - that is the goal of true
education."
- Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Seniors
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Neil Huskey

David Hyslip
"Don't take what the hill can't
give."
"Everybody wang-chung tonight."
- Jack Martin

"You're on your own, and you
know what you know. And you
are the one who'll decide where
you go. Oh the places you'll go."
- Dr. Seuss
Oh the Places You'll Go

Danielle Infantino
"I decided long ago never to walk
in anyone's shadow. If I fail, If I
succeed, at least I did as I
believed."
- Whitney Houston
The Greatest Love of All

Melanie Jackson

Matthew J eke Iis

Samuel Johnson

Lynde Jules

Christine Kandigian

Michael Kane

Maria Kashtanova

Henry Kaye

"If you can't laugh at yourself, life
is going to seem a whole lot
longer than you'd like."
- Garden State

34
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Seniors

"I don't like nostalgia...unless it's
my own."
- Lou Reed

k
Allison Kehler

Angela Kerins

Maria Kheyman

"Don't cry because it's over,
smile because it happened."
- Dr. Seuss

"Many people will cross your path
in life, but only the important
ones will stay in it."
-Anonymous

Spencer Kimmins

Jaclyn Kirna

Ross S. Kleiman

"It has to start somewhere. It has
to start sometime. What better
place than here what better time
than now."
- Rage Against the Machine

"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their
dreams."
- Eleanor Roosevelt

Kristen Koepfler

Stephen Koepfler

Kaitlin Kominsky

Alexander Kopp

"To accomplish great things, we
must not only act, but also
dream; not only plan but also
believe."
- Anatole France

"Do not live in the past, do not
dream for the future, simply
admire the present moment."
- Buddha

"It took me all my life to learn
what not to play."
- Dizzy Gillespie

"It seemed like a good idea at the
time."
- Anonymous

Benjamin Klofta
"A legend is an old man with a
cane known for what he used to
do. I'm still doing it."
- Miles Davis

"And then Vocab. + was like shut up!
- Peter Horn

Seniors
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Stephanie Korunow

Gary Kowaleski

"There is an art to flying...or rather a
knack. The knack lies in learning how
to throw yourself at the ground and
miss."
- Ford Perfect

"I can accept failure; I can't accept
not trying."
- Michael Jordan

Cristine Kowalski

Robert Kudla

L ife U n iv e rs e a n d E v e ry th in g

Tim Kuehn

Ryan M. Kuppersmith

Alexi Kuska

Robert La Forge

"Fear has never kept me from
making a fool of myself, so why
should love be any different?"
- Mark Rosewater

"Lately it occurs to me, what a
long strange trip it's been."
- Grateful Dead

"Sometimes God calms the
storm. At other times, he calms
the sailor. And sometimes he
makes us swim."
- Anonymous

"Any road followed precisely to
its end leads precisely to
nowhere."
- Frank Herbert

Alison Lambert

Dzmitry Lamianski

"One day in some far off place, 1will
recognize your face, 1won't say
goodbye my friend, For you and 1will
meet again."
- Tom Petty

"Life is like a dog sled team. If
you are not the lead dog, the
scenery never changes."
- Lewis Grizzard

You a n d
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Allison R. Land

Drew Lasar

Max H. Lazar

Victoria Lee

"You can only be young once.
But you can always be
immature."
- Dave Barry

"We've always had time on our
side, now it's fading fast. Every
second, every moment we've
gotta make it last."
- Nada Surf
If You Leave

John N. Levidy

Kathryn Lewis

Nicholas Li Volsi

Daniel Liebowitz

"The unexamined life is one not
worth living."
- Aristotle

"Some men see things as they
are and say why. I dream things
that never were and say why not."
- Robert Kennedy

"And it's crazy, it seems it'll never
let up, but please you got to keep
your head up."
- Tupac

"I'm pretty sure there's a lot more
to life than being really, really
good looking. And I plan on
finding out what that is."
- Derek Zoolander

Dennis Linares

Wenceslao Lopez

Suzanne Lorusso

Matthew Loughlin

Katherine Lee

Paula Leonard
"Never frown, because you never
know who's falling in love with
your smile."
- Mindowaskin Park Bench

"Be that as it may."
- Mr. Grant

"Get busy living or get busy
dying."
- Andy Dufresne
Shawshank Redemption
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Samantha Luscornbe

Toni L. Ma

Matthew Mac Vicar

"The nicest thing about the future
is that it always starts tomorrow."
- Anonymous

Sean Mack

Allison MacDonald
"When real people fall down in
life, they get right back up and
keep walking."
- Carrie Bradshaw
Sex and the City

Arielle Magnanirii

Mitchael Mahar

Benjamin Maimon

"Te vas no me dices nada que
pasa ya no te veo... No te veo!"
- Jowell y Randy

"Rise and fall, climb the walls. Won't
stop 'till I have it all. Persistence.
Resistance. One man can make a
difference."
- Marty Casey and
The Lovehammers

"Outside of a dog, a book is
man's best friend. Inside of a
dog, it's too dark to read."
- Groucho Marx

C a s u a lty

Rajmonda Maliqi

Jeffrey Manders

Joseph Maran

Amanda Marin
"Don't cry because it's over,
smile because it happened."
- Dr. Seuss
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Daniel Markowski

Pamela Marks

"A silence so satisfying."
- Bloc Party
Hero

"Breathe, let go. And remind
yourself that this very moment is
the only one you know you have
for sure."
- Opera

Benjamin Mason

Michael Mathews

"I may not have gone where I
intended to go, but I think I have
ended up where I needed to be."
- Douglas Adams

"You're only given a little spark of
madness. You mustn't lose it."
- Robin Williams

Samantha McKay

Rebecca McNulty

"May the wings of destiny carry
you aloft to dance with the stars."
- Johnny Depp
Blow

"This is a story about being lost in the
woods."
- Kelly Link
M a g ic fo r B e g in n e rs

"Only takes one match to burn a
thousand trees."
- Stereophonies

Ramon Martinez

Catherine Marvin
"We all take different paths in life,
but no matter where we go, we
take a little of each other
everywhere."
- Tim McGraw

Michael McCrea

Gillian McGovern
"That's how you're gonna beat
'em. They keep underestimating
you."
- Pulp Fiction

Julia Medzhitova

Pratik Mehta
"This is no time for ease and comfort.
It is the time to dare and endure."
- Winston Churchill
"We're fools whether we dance or
not, so we might as well dance."
- Japanese Proverb
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Michael Melillo

Mark Melino

Evan Merkelson

Samantha Merritt

"Would I rather be feared or
loved? Um, easy, both. I want
people to be afraid of how much
they love me."
- Michael Scott
The Office

Holly Messina

Montana Metzger

"And in the end, it's not the years
in your life that count. It's the life
in your years."
- Abraham Lincoln

"It's something unpredictable,
But in the end it's right. I hope
you had the time of your life."
- Green Day
Time of Your Life

Erin Miller

Robert Miller
"Don't stop believin'."
- Journey
Don't Stop Believin'
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Katherine Meylor

Christopher Miller
"... you will be more disappointed
by the things that you didn't do
than by the ones you did do...
Explore. Dream. Discover."
- Mark Twain

Emanuel Mills
"I'm not popular? You're a
nobody. I'm Jimmy Reardon
baby!"
- Jimmy Reardon

Zachary Minken

Robert Molson

Ariel Mone

Kimberly Morawski

Christopher Morina

"Most plans don't fail, most
people fail to plan."
- Mr. Jack Martin

"Headlines don't sell papes,
Newsies sell papes."
- Jack Kelly
Newsies

"Our greatest glory consists not
in never falling, but in rising every
time we fall."
- Confucious

"Never looking back, or too far in
front of me, the present is a gift,
and I just wanna be."
- Common
Be

Michael Mosier

Chelsea Moxley

Charlotte Mullan

Marissa H. Mum ford

Haley Mustard

Michael Nanna

Gregory Nelson

Jennifer Nemeth

"... Paddle a hundred miles in a
canoe and you are already a
child of nature."
- Pierre Trudeau

"If you ain't first... you're last."
- Ricky Bobby
Talladega Nights

"Leave knowing you laughed."
- Anonymous

"I have to believe that when
things are bad I can change
them."
- Jim Braddock
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Ravi Netravali

Nicholas Newman

"Imagination is more important
than knowledge. For while
knowledge defines all we
currently know and understand,
imagination points to all we might
yet discover..." - Albert Einstein

"And mama. I've been crying cause
things ain't how they used to be, she
said, the battle's almost won, and
we're only several miles from the sun."
- Maroon 5

Ellen O'Brien

Gregory O'Brien

Scott Newman

Michael Nika

"Who wants to be ordinary in this
crazy mixed up world."
- Michelle Branch
You Get Me

"If you're going to reach for the
stars, aim for the lowest one you
can."
- Jerri Blank
Strangers With Candy

Kate E. O'Connor

Michael O'Connor

"Twisting, burning, my thoughts
turning back to you again. Sweet
thing, take me to the end. You better
dig and take a look inside yourself."
- Dispatch

"Who wants a shottie?"
- Max Scher

The S u n

W h irlw in d

Gabrielle O'Leary
"How many cares one loses
when one decides not to be
something but to be someone."
- Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel
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Anne R. O'Neill
"Just go with it."
- Evan Porch

Christina Obiajulu

Roberto Olivares

Justin Olsen

Jong Pak

Carolyn Ortiz-Wood

David Panayiotou

Mia Pafumi

Susannah Page-Katz

"'C is for Cookie'...yup, I'm down
with that!"
- Cookie Monster
A smile is a curve that sets things
straight!
- Phyllis Diller

"I've got a plan, a demand and it
just began, and if you're right
you'll agree, here it comes, a
better version of me."
- Fiona Apple
Better Version of Me

Matthew Panton

Daniel Papush

"What are 'hors' doing on my menu."
- Pratik Mehta
"Invincibility lies in the defence; the
possibility of victory in the attack."
- Sun Tzu

Aditi Parekh

Corrine Parkinson

Melia Parsloe

"When everything's coming your
way, you're in the wrong lane and
going the wrong way."
- Anonymous

"This can't last forever. Raise a
glass together. Doesn't get much
better. No better than this."
- A Change of Pace

"I would have made a great
pope.""
- Richard Nixon

Andrew Patel-Schneider
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Rachel Patterson

Kevin Paul

Alexandra Pecora

Matthew Pena

"Life is like a baseball game.
When you think a fastball is
coming, you gotta be ready to hit
the curve."
- Jaja Q

"The future belongs to those
who believe in the beauty of their
dreams."
- Anonymous

Marissa Perch

Michael Petrow

Gerard Pierre

Maya Pincus

"The only way of finding the
limits of the possible is by going
beyond them into the impossible."
- Arthur C. Clarke

"My hustle is trying to figure out
the best ways to do what I like
without having to do much else."
- Mos Def

"A dream doesn't become reality
through magic; it takes sweat,
determination and hard work."
- Colin Powell

"You are you, and I am me... I'll
always be your friend."
- Yo-Yo Girl Cop

Stephanie Pinheiro

Michael Pitre

Gina Nicole Polizzano

James M. Ponce

"Time you enjoy wasting, was not
wasted."
- John Lennon
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Evan T. Porch

Alyssa Porchetta

"You gotta want it."
- Annie O'Neill

Kimberly Pulliam
"Slow down, son."

Alice Pyo

- Brittany Clemenko
- James Dean

"Hiiiii Bert."

Charles Read
"Das Mess Dup."

- Anonymous

Ioanna Protogiannis

"People come into your life and
they go. But it's comforting to
know the ones you love are
always in your heart."
- Carrie Bradshaw
Sex and the City

"Dream as if you'll live forever.
Live as if you'll die today..."

Carolyn Raphael

Jacqueline Porter

- The weas man

Stephanie Quinton

Daniel Ramalho

"Around here we don't look
backwards for very long. We keep
moving forward...because we're
curious...and curiousity keeps leading
us down new paths."
- Walt Disney

"I am living a dream I never want
to wake up from."

Andrew Realmuto

Michael Rediker

"Progress isn't made by early
risers. It's made by lazy men
trying to find easier ways to do
something."
- Robert A. Heinlein

"You only live once, but if you live
right, once is enough."

- Cristiano Ronaldo

- Debra Brindisi
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Julie Reich

Mark Reimlinger

Josephine Reinhardt

Bena Reiter

"The secret of life is honesty and
fair dealing...if you can fake that,
you've got it made."
- Groucho Marx

"Stuff Happens."
- Donald Rumsfeld

"You gotta tell your story...before
its time to go."
- Neil Young
Are You Ready
for the Country?

"People pass through your life
but friends leave footprints."
- Anonymous

Rebecca Reyman

Crista Ricci

Jorie Richlin-Zack

Kimberly Ripperger

"Do not follow where the path
may lead. Go, instead; where
there is no path and leave a trail."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

"So you're scared and you're
thinking that maybe we ain't that
young anymore. Show a little
faith, there's magic in the night."
- Bruce Springsteen
Thunder Road

"This could be heaven or this
could be hell."
-The Eagles
Hotel California

"Im not like putting a period at the
end of this, I'm putting, like,
ellipses on it."
- Andrew Largeman
Garden State

Meredith Rivera

Katherine Roberts

Jacquelyn Rodriguez

Arley Rojas

"You gotta go there to come
back."
- Stereophonies
"Live Life."
- Melissa Oakley

"Speak in French when you can't
think of the English for the thing and remember who you are!"
- Lewis Carroll
Through the Looking-Glass

"Do not go where the path may
lead; go instead where there is
no path and leave a trail."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Luis Rojas

Stephanie Rowe

Andrew Rosenberg

Sam Ross

Paige Roudebush

"Shoot for the moon, if you miss
you'll land on a star."
- Les Brown

"Without deviation from the norm,
progress is not possible."
- Frank Zeppa

"What lies behind us and what
lies before us are tiny matters
compred to what matters to us."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Zachary Rubin

Ricky Ruhl

Krista Ruschmann

"My life is going by too fast... and
my only hope is that we go into
overtime."
- Snoopy
Peanuts

"Of course it is happening inside your
head Harry, but why on Earth should
that mean that it is not real?"
- Albus Dumblebore
H a rry P o tte r a n d
the D e a th ly H a llo w s

Lindsay Ryan

Kirk Sabnani

Martin Sadi

Daniel Santry

"We do not remember days, we
remember moments."
- Cesare Pavese
The Burning Brand

"Continuous effort - not strength
or intelligence - is the key to
unlocking our potential."
- Winston Churchill

"It is better to die standing then to
live on your knees."
- Che Guevara

"Don't get too comfortable with
who you are at any given time,
you may miss the opportunity to
become who you want to be."
- Jon Bon Jovi
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Robert Scaliti

Ryan Scanlon

"IT'S A TRAP!"
- Admiral Ackbar
Return of the Jedi

Ellen Scariati

Tessa Schaaf

"To be yourself in a world that is
constantly trying to make you
something else is the greatest
accomplishment."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

"What's in store for me in the
direction I dont take?"
- Jack Kerouac

Sari Schwartz

Erin Scialabba

Kelly A. Seeger

James Seip

"Break the rules, forgive quickly,
kiss slowly, love truly, laugh
uncontrollably, and never regret
anything that once made you
smile."
- Anonymous

"Stand firm for what you believe
in, until and unless logic and
experience prove you wrong."
- Daria

"Pretty soon we're gonna be livin'
in real cities with like real, nonbotoxed, non-plastic people!"
- Seth Cohen
The OC

"How can a president not be an
actor?"
- Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan Library Museum

Daniel Selert

Danielle Sgalardi

Matthew Shaffer

Roshni Shah

"The girls are gone...so we can
do whatever we want."
- Danny Strauss
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"We make our fortunes, and we
call them fate."
- Anonymous

"Hope is the thing with feathers,
that perches in the soul, and
sings the tune without words and
never stops at all."
- Emily Dickinson
Hope is the Thing With Feathers

Kevin Shallcross

Elizabeth Shannon

Evan Shapiro

"You think I care about the 27th
or 29th amendments? I dont
even care about the 1st
amendment! I have freedom, you
do not! Do your work!"
- Mr. Scipioni

Allison Sharkey

Deborah Siegel
"There are only two ways to live
your life. One is as though
nothing is a miracle. The other is
as though everything is a
miracle."
- Albert Einstein

Jordan Sharif
Do not dwell in the past, do not
dream of the future, concentrate
the mind on the present
moment."
- Buddha

Jessica Sheft-Ason

Edwin Simmons

Megan R. Sherman

Danielle Shoback

"Forget about the future, forget
about the past, just make every
single day last and last."
- High School Musical 2

"Looks like we're blasting off
again!"
- Team Rocket

Alexandra Sisto

Zachary Skolnick

"A girl should be two things:
classy and fabulous."
- Gabrielle Coco Chanel
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Stephanie Slodyczka

Anna Smith

Timothy Smith

Trinessa Smith

"Beginnings are usually scary
and endings are usually sad, but
its the middle that counts."
- Sandra Bullock

"Nights I can't remember with
friends I'll never forget."
- Toby Keith

"Life is not measured by the
number of breaths we take, but
by the moments that take our
breath away."
- Hitch

Melissa Souto

Vincent Spinelli

Rachel Ann St. Lifer

Patrick Stanley

"Life isn't about waiting for the
storm to pass, it's about dancing
in the rain."
- Anonymous

"Never let the fear of striking out
get in your way."
- Babe Ruth

"The most important thing to
enjoy life - to be happy - that's all
that matters."
- Audrey Hepburn
"Hi everything."
- Anonymous

Casey Steinberg

Robin Strauchler

Daniel Strauss

"They always say time changes
things, but you actually have to
change them yourself."
- Andy Warhol
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Alannah Suchomel
"Old enough to know what's right
but young enough not to choose
it."
- Rush

Jacqueline Sull

Kelli Sullivan

Liane Sullivan

Sean Sullivan

"I'm in the prime of my youth and
I'll only be young once."
- Teddy
Stand By Me

"No it won't all go the way it
should, but I know the heart of
life is good."
- John Mayer
The Heart of Life

"Growing up happens in a
heartbeat...But the memories of
childhood stay with you for the
long haul."
- The Wonder Years

"I wish i could play little league
now. I'd be way better than
before."
- Mitch Hedberg

Maximillian Suri

Anthony Szwarc

Michael Tannenbaum

Alexander Tarlow

"There's a time and place for
everthing, and its called college."
- Chef
South Park

"It's like finding a needle in a
stack of needles."
- Captain Miller
Saving Private Ryan

"A noble spirit embiggens the
smallest man."
- The Simpsons

"Do not follow where the path
may lead. Go, instead where
there is no path and leave a trail."
- R.W. Emerson

(see the last Calvin & Hobbes
strip)

Kyle Taylor

Danielle Tepper

"Time, Time,
It's so sublime,
They say it's nonexistent,
But it's playing with my mind."
- Meat Puppets
Climbing

"Try and enjoy the here and now,
the future will take care of itself
somehow."
- Howard Jones
Life in One Day

Patrick Thomson

Lindsay Tishberg
"Tomorrow we will run faster, stretch
out our arms further...and one fine
morning- So we beat on, boats
against the current, borne back
ceaselessly into the past."
- The G re a t G a ts b y
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Christine Tolias

Charles Tripp

"Since then its been a book you
read in reverse, so you
understand less as the pages
turn."
- The Shins
Pink Bullets

"If you get confused just listen to
the music play."
- Robert Hunter

Joseph Vall-Llobera

Angela Valles
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Ann-Marie Valentine
"Wherever you go, go with all
your heart."
- Confucius

Brittany Van Sickle

Alexa Vella

"Sometimes you can't tell how
much you've changed when
you've been away until you see
yourself in your own mirror."
- Nikki Sixx
The Dirt

"All you really need in life is love,
laughter, and a few miracles."

Nicole Venezia

Bethany Lee Verdone

Lauren Vidal

"I don't know what I want, so
don't ask me, cause I'm still trying
to figure it out."
- Taylor Swift
A Place In This World

"Turns out not where, but who
you're with that really matters."
- Dave Matthews Band
Best of What's Around

"It's better to die as a tiger than to
live like a pussycat."
- Sensai

Richard Venckus

Julia Valentin

"Good livin'."
- Parents

Roshan Vijayakumar

Melissa Virzi

"Say a prayer now... We might
get some."
- J.C.

"The afternoon knows what the
morning never suspected."
- Swedish Proverb

Gwendolyn Walsh

Lindsay Walsh

"It's dizzying, the possibilities."
- The Grateful Dead

"If nothing ever changed, there'd
be no butterflies."
- Anonymous

T h ro w in g S to n e s

"Tough beans buddy, 'cause that's
the way it's gonna be."
- Holly Golightly

Paul Waksman
"I consider myself the luckiest
man on the face of the earth."
- Lou Gehrig

Emily Walus
"Brick walls are there for a
reason. They let us prove how
badly we want things."
- Randy Pausch

Dylan E. Wallace
"To find someone you love, you
gotta be someone you love."
- Nada Surf
Concrete Bed

Cindy Wang
"Being grown up isn't half as fun
as growing up. These are the
best days of our lives."
- The Ataris

B re a k fa s t a t T iffa n y's

Si Cong Wang

Thomas Wansaw
"Troy Aikmen is the kind of
quarterback, who, when he has
his contacts in, he sees better."
- John Madden

Narihiko Watanabe

Arielle Wegbreit
"Being grown up isn't half as fun
as growing up. These are the
best days of our lives."
- The Ataris
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Daniels Weiner

Lauren Weiner

Reece W. Weiner

Hannah P. Weisman

"Every year we get stronger, so
don't give up, and don't say
when, and just get back on the
road again."
- Hairspray
Come So Far (Got So Far to Go)

"The best thing to hold onto in life
is each other."
- Audrey Hepburn

"When you do things right,
people won't be sure you've done
anything at all."
- Futurama

"You are real, 100% cotton, you
can wrinkle, accept that as a gift."
- Naomi Shihab Nye
The Clean Rinse

Kristian Wendel

Hannah Wharam

Caitlin Whitlock

Christina Wichoski

"It's a dangerous business going out
your door. You step onto the road
and if you don't kick your feet, there's
no knowing where you might be
swept off to."
- Bilbo Baggins

"Don't take life too seriously;
you'll never get out alive."
- Elbert Hubbard

"Live life to the fullest!"
"You never know what you got
until it's gone!"
- Immortal Technique

The F e llo w s h ip o f th e R in g

Michael Wikander

Meagan Wilchak

"I was a total babe snatcher in
my day."
- Coach Kehler

"I'd rather live life with a heart,
men have no heart at all."
- Anonymous
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John Wilt

Cathryn Winchester
"The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their
dreams."
- Eleanor Roosevelt

Domenick Wissel

Matthew Wolski

"How would I describe myself?
Three words - hardworking,
alpha male, jackhammer.
Merciless. Insatiable."
- Dwight Schrute
The Office

Tianyou Xu

"Throw your hands up in the sky
and say we don't care what
people say."
- Kanye West
We Don't Care

Tre von Woolford

"Education is not the filling of a
bucket, but the lighting of a fire."
- W.B. Years

Suzanne Yavuz

"You watch, Asians will rule the
world."
- Maximillian Seth, Suri IV
"Outside a dog, a book is a man's
best friend. Inside a dog, it's too dark
to read.”
- Groucho Marx

Michelle Zaffuto

Kirsten Woodfield

Trevor Yee

Katharine Young

"Try not to become a man of
success, but rather, try to
become a man of value."
- Albert Einstein

Lisa S. Zavetz

Zachary Zervas

Xinyi Zhang

"It's not worth winning if you don't
win big."
- Coach Reilly
The Mighty Ducks

"In the book of life, the answers
aren't in the back."
- Charlie Brown
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Senior Baby Photos
Keep Reflecting

Samantha Adams

Samantha Anderson

Aly Annis

Marlee Austin

Samantha Avis

Erin Bange

Dennis Bartsch

Claire Bennett

Danielle Bercovicz

Adam Bergo

Harry Bernstein

Andres Betancourt

Lauren Brachman

Ryan Brand

Kelly Braun

Nina Brownstone

Lauren Brunhofer

Caitlin Burke

Anusuya Bharadwaj
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Jessica Campo

Taylor Carlson

Emma Byer

Jennifer Calello

Samantha Chu

Patrick Clancy

<■ w *

Brittany Clemenko

Catherine Coanetti

Christina Coanetti

Elise Colasanti

Caitlin Comforti

Jordana Confino

Ray Connery

Marlena Cortese

Kyle Cortley

Lauren Couture

Leiah Couture

Emily Cozzi

Stephanie Crosta

Barbara D'Agosto

Julie Daurio

Joshua David

Briana Davis

Donny De Rojas
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Rose Driscoll

Evan Einstein

Latima Ellerbe

Caroline Fallon

John Falzon

Neil Fitzpatrick

Vincent Fitzpatrick

Lauren Frankfort

Emily Fusco

Olympia Gaglioti

Ariel Gale

Rachel Ganz
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Craig Esposito

Danielle Evans

Matt Fenieer

Jamie Freeman

Brittney Gallagher

Melissa Gallagher

Brian Gibbons

Gus Gibbons

Annie Galligan

Jessica Harmer

Agustina Healy

Janies Hooper-Hamersley

Maria Khey man

Spencer Kimmins

Brandon Heroux

Caitlin Hewett

Thomas Hogaboom

Jonathan Holt

Maresa Hughes

Alexandria Hum

RachelIannazzone

Danielle Infantino

Jaclyn Kirna

Kristen Koepfler

Stephen Koepfler

Stephanie Korunow
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Tim Kuehn

Alexi Kuska

Ali Lambert

Katie Lee

Victoria Lee

John Levidy

Ben Mason

Michael McCrea

Samantha McKay

Rebecca McNulty

Michael Melillo

Samantha Merritt

Holly Messina

Katherine Meylor

Bob Miller

Robert Molson

Ariel Mone

Kimberly Morawski

Seniors

Corrine Parkinson

Melia Parsloe

Rachel Patterson

Kevin Paul

Alex Pecora

Matt Pena

Marissa Perch

Michael Petrow

Gerard Pierre

Stephanie Pinheiro

Jackie Porter

Ioanna Protogiannis

Stephanie Quinton

Carolyn Raphael

Andrew Realmuto

Michael Rediker

Julie Reich

Josie Reinhardt

Bena Reiter

Crista Ricci

Jorie Richlin-Zack

Kim Ripperger

Katherine Roberts

Samuel Ross
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Paige Roudebush

Stephanie Rowe

Krista Ruschmann

Lindsay Ryan

Kirk Sabnani

Tessa Schaaf

Sari Schwartz

Erin Scialabba

Kelly Seeger

Danny Selert

Danielle Sgalardi

Roshni Shah

Kevin Shallcross

Elizabeth Shannon

Evan Shapiro

Allison Sharkey

Jessica Sheft-Ason

Megan Sherman

Alannah Suchomel

Kelli Sullivan

Liane Sullivan

Max Suri

i
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Casey Steinberg

Danny Strauss

Michael Tanenbaum

Danielle Tepper

Seniors

Charles Tripp

Julia Valentin

Ann-Marie Valentine

Angela Valles

Brittany Van Sickle

Nicole Venezia

Bethany Verdone

Rushan Vijayakumar

Melissa Virzi

Dylan Wallace

Gwendolyn Walsh

Arielle Wegbreit

Daniela Weiner

Lauren Weiner

Hannah Weisman

Krissy Wendel

Hannah Wharam

Christina Wichoski

Cathy Winchester

Domenick Wissel

Michelle Zaffuto

Lisa Zavetz

Zachary Zervas
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JUNIORS
Congratulations! If you are reading this, you have
made it through the trials and tribulations of the
dreaded junior year. For the past ten months, we
have worked through mountains of JRP note
cards, tedious AP US history outlines, and the
worst capital letter combination of all, the SATs.
But that doesn't mean that the past year has been
all work and no play! We have all the benefits of
being the upperclassmen without the added
stress of having to rule the school. We made sure
to always set time aside from our overbooked
schedules to have some fun. As this year comes to
an end, we are prepared to deal with anything
that comes our way in the future. And for that, you
can actually thank the JRP.
Allie Tunis

Juniors
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Abbattista, Michael
Abruzzo. Kathryn R.
Adriaens, Thomas
Albrecht, Felix J.
Albright. Elizabeth
Albright, Stephanie

Aloupis, Nicole
Alvarez, Brandi
Amato, Neil
Ames. Jennifer
Angus. Robert
Antonelli. Elizabeth

Applebaum, Julian
Arnold. Gordon
Babetski. David
Bai. Paul
Ball, Michelle
Ballard, Jerami

Bambo. Ashley
Barabas, Kars ten
Burner, Colin
Barnes, Trevor
Barry, Shane
Barton. Melissa

Basil, Claire
Basile, Matthew
Bergin, Drew
Berke. Kimberly
Berman. Hanna
Berman. Jonathan
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Binetti, Stephan
Birkenthal, Sara
Blum, Max
Boesch, Mallory
Bohman, Tessa
Bouchouev, Vlad

Boyes, Peter
Boyle, Karen
Bregman, Sally F.
Breza. Nicholas K.
Brinberg, Jillian
Brown, Amy E.

Brown, Raven
Browning. Jackson
Bryk, Chelsea
Buchanan, Elizabeth
Burke, Sean
Burns, Ariel

Burns, Julia
Cafiero, Mark
Cahill. Erin E.
Cain, Martha
Camillo, Jack T.
Carlin, Shelby

Juniors
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Carmo. Phillip
Cary, Charles
Cassaro, Alexa
Castellone, Tara A.
Catenacci, Matthew
Cederroth, Jane

Chabrier, Kristina
Chang, Amanda
Chantzis, Panos
Chantzis, Vasilis
Chartrain, Alexander
Chironna. Jon

Chu. James
Clark, Christine
Clark. Dylan
Clark. Meredith L.
Clark, Michael
Clarkson, Abigael

Cleary, Colleen
Cline, Devin
Cohn, Philip
Colvin, Benjamin
Connolly, Zachary
Conroy, Julia

Constantine. Alexis
Cortes, Paulina
Cortinhal. Brittany
Coulson. Kevin
Cruikshank, Nicole
Crumpler. Amanda

70

Juniors

D'Andrea. Matthew
Dallendorfer. Anna
Dav'inson, Andrew
Debbie, Alex
Defazio, Brett W.
Defreitas. Nicholas

Dekoning-Teasdale, Sophie
DeLaFuente, Christopher

De Masi, Matthew
De Paolo, Anthony
De Vita, Adria
Dickstein. Daniel R.

Di Fabio, Matthew
Di Fabio, Michael
Di Francesco, Natalie
Di Iorio, Anthony
Di lorio. Marie
Dilzell. Jennifer

| Dougert. Nicholas
Drohan, Connor
Dudley, Rebecca
Dunn. Brian
Dyer. Craig
Einbinder, Joshua

^£3009
Juniors
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Elias. Rose
Elwell, Dennis
Fahrenthold, Eric
Farrell. Lauren
Feeney. Sean
Feldbauer. Christine

Ferreira, Maryenne
Firestone. Joshua
Fischetti, Mark
Flannery. Margaret
Flood. Andrew
Foley, Michael

Foley, Shannon
Forgash, Michael
Fortunato, John
Fox,Jacob
Frank, Alyssa
Frantz, Zachary

Frattarola, Amy
Fredas, Elizabeth
Friday, Sharise
Fringer, Patrick
Friss, Zachary
Fruchtman, Anne L.

Fussman, Dan
Gallego. Alexandria
Garfinkel, Amanda
Garfinkel, Daryl
Geskin, Sophia
Gilmartin. John P.

72

Juniors

Gockel, Alexandra
Godbee, Nina
Goldin, Alexandra
Goldstein, Jessie L.
Golikov, Natalie
Goncalves, Briana

Goski. Melissa
Gottdiener, Adam
Gradel, Ryan
Graf, Christopher
Granstrand, Robert
Grawehr, Kristy

Greenfield. Kelsey
Gregory, Anthony
Grogan, Aileen
Grogan, Bridget
Haba, Michael
Hagstrom, Eric L.

Hammond, Wendel
Han, Won Hee
Handza, Tara
Hanley, Grace
Harris, Jessica
Hawkins, Nicholas

Juniors
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Hayden, Kyle
Helfman, Nina
Hernandez, Pamela
Hong, Monica
Hopen, Sydney
Howard. Scott

Hughes. James
Husch, Jennifer
Irving, Michael
Isabella. Matthew
Jakobovic, Allison
Jang. Hyung Yoon

Jean-Louis, Jennifer
Jenkins, Christopher
Jimenez, Melinda
Johnson,Jordan
Johnson, Ricardo
Joyce, Christopher

Jung, Jisu
Kakileti, Sneha Seel
Karnofsky, Matthew I.
Kaufman, Samuel
Kavalin, Adam
Kazazis, James

Kent, Michael
Kettleson. Ross
Khadaran, Joann
Kiefer, Kathryn
Kim, Da Seul
Klizas, Daniel

74

Juniors

Knaus, Julia
Ko, Hsiao-Ting
Kopser, Joseph
Krell, Ethan
Kreutzer. Rachel
Kwok, Henry

Laird, Charles
Lang,Jacob
Laskaris, Alexandra
Latimer, Christopher
Leahy, Rachael
Lee, Joseph

Lee. Kelsey
Lee. Malcolm
Leopold, Jenna
Lessner, Michael
Li, Alice
Lipschutz. Jason

Lisooey, Elizabeth
Liu, Dan
Lo, Justin
Lojo, Amanda
Lomaka, Maria
Lowenstein. Allison

Juniors
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Ludlum. Daniel
Lukowiak, Erin
Luppescu, Gregory
Lutey, Amber Marie
Lynes, Kathleen
Maguire, Catherine

Manetti, Taylor
Marcus, Matthew
Margolin, Ezra
Marin, Breanna
Marino, Dayna
Markowski, Eric

Marra, Andrew
Martinez, Victoria
Martoglio, Joseph
Mase, Tyler
Masterson, Kathleen
Materek. Mariel

Mathis-Smith. Samantha

Matthew, Cyndil
Mavrogiannis, Nicholas

Maxwell. Thomas
Me Grath, Joseph
McGrory, John

McManus, Thomas
Meola, Leena
Millen, Kathryn
Morabito, Charlotte
Moraga, Matthew
Moran, Eric
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Juniors

Morgan. Matthew
Morrison, Natalie
Morse, Daniel
Morton, Anna
Moskowitz, Alyson
Mruz, Thomas

Mucci, Gregory
Murphy, Julia
Murphy, Kevin
Murphy, Samuel
Murray, Shannon
Murtishaw, Taylor

Nemiroff, Lauren
Newman, Dana
Nguyen, Katherine
Nisley, Scott
Nozari, Elaheh
O'Boyle, Mairead

O'Leary. Charlotte
O'Rourke, Robert
Odermatt, Elizabeth
Opoku, Malcolm
Ortuso, David
Pak, Su
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Juniors
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Palestino. Marisa
Palme, Kayla
Panarese, Joseph
Papadopoulos. Nicole
Partenope, Julia
Patankar. Kiran

Patterson, Andrew
Paulan, Evan
Payne, Katherine
Pellegrino. Maxine
Perry, William
Petrarca. Andrea

Pizor, Jonathon
Pogue, Matthew
Polini, Richard
Powell, Alexander
Powell, Leo
Pringle, Keri-Faith

Printz, Matthew
Purcell, Edward
Purcell, Thomas
Queller. Philip
Raba, Caroline
Rachman, Eric H.

Rackear, Samuel
Ragoza, Ryan
Ramalho, Justin
Re, Anne
Realmuto, Robert
Reardon. James
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Juniors

Reichbach. Samuel
Reimlinger, Casey
Rhodes, Christopher
Ricciuti. Christiana
Rich, Elizabeth
Riordan, Elizabeth

Ritter, Samantha
Roca, Bessie
Rocha, Ryan
Roscigno, Samantha
Rosenberg, Nicole
Rosenberg. Rachel

Roth. Jenna
Rothfelder, Marissa
Rubin, Hannah
Rubin. Raisa
Russo, Daniel
Ryan, Abigail

Ryan, Brigid
Sabino, Chiara
Sacks, Harrison
Salazar Campana, Rosa
Salomon. Jeffrey
Saunders, Todd

Juniors
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Scalera. Nicole
Schaefer, Alexander
Scharpf, Matthew
Scher, Maxwell
Schoch, Jeffrey
Schott. Jillian

Schwartz. Joshua
Sexton, Kyle R.
Sharpless, Jeannette
Sheehan, Christopher
Shiftman, Jacob
Shoback, Kimberly

Shulman, Melissa
Sidhom, Eriene-Heidi
Silletti, Alexander
Silverman, Dara
Simmons, Amanda
Simon, Jonathan

Simone, Michael
Smith, Colleen
Smith, Moira
Solan, Charles
Solomon, Elyssa
Somnolet. Carla

Souders, Todd
Spero, Jared
Steele, Caitlin
Stiles, Christian
Stotter, Marisa
Strano, Colton
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Juniors

Straus, Ellen
Streaman, John
Stroup. Matthew
Sugarman. Maxwell
Sullivan. Lauren
Sulmont. Marguerite

Sweeney, Richard
Tamboli. Ravi
Tarnofsky. Michael
Taylor. Katherine
Tebbetts, Emily
Thode. Elizabeth

Thompson, Dean
Tieman, Jay
Tighe, Darren
Tiller, Jocelyn
Tormey. Michael
Townsend. Kimberly

Trancoso, Vanessa
Tresnan. Patrick
Tucker. Ross
Tunis. Alexandra
Urban. Jemma
Velasco. Douglas

Juniors
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Vendetti, Alexa
Vicinio, Nicholas
Villa, Charisse
Vincett, Sarah
Wallace, Keegan L.
Wanfried, Derek

Wang, Stephanie
Warner. David
Watkins, Julia
Waxtel, Samuel
Weidman, Jennifer
Weiss, Amy

Weiss, Andrew
Wenta, Andrew
Wharam, George
Wicks, Sean
Williams, Peter
Wisler. Corey

Wisniewski. Jamie
Wong, Bianca
Woods, Timothy
Workman, Alan
Wright, Kyle
Yang, Kevin

Yeager. Christopher
Yee, Julianne
Yoo. Joseph
Younger, Patrick
Zamarelli. Danielle
Zavaro, Daniel

82

Juniors

Zhang, Henry
Ziering, Arielle
Zierler, Tara
Zilberberg, Steven
Zucker, Jordyn

Not Pictured
Claire Algarin
Amari S. Allah
Jihaad Billups
Shareece Bullock
Ebony Carter
Christin Charlemagne
Stephanie DiDolce
Danielle L. Gillyard
Dominique Gillyard
Eric Grow
Michael Guidone
Ivy Harrigan
Gabrielle Jakub

Tyler Johnson
Woo Kun Jun
Joseph Kania
Yani Kirichev
Alexander Leone
Alia Lundy
Diana Maliqi
Elizabeth McCarthy
Desiree Miller
Kristin Modoski
Jordan Mudd
Brian Muller
Gian C. Nieto

Jaclyn Pellicano
Ross Pohling
Amanda Porter
David Pusar
Philip Ramos
Ralph Rotondo
Michael Sandiford
Kevin Silva
Vivek Sinanan
Isis Stabenow
Geoffrey Stribling
Mir Aqeel Sultan
Shanai Whitfield
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Juniors
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Juniors

Juniors
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SOPHOMORES
With friends already established and plans sorted
out in our minds, sophomore year is a steadfast
one. We are free to explore interests and chase
dreams without the ever-watchful eyes of college
admission boards peering into our lives. Although
we are still working diligently on our neverceasing studies, we have the confidence of
knowing who we are. All those oh-so-exciting fire
drills, crowded lunch tables and long-awaited final
exams have transformed us into sophomores. Our
sails are unfurled and we are navigating our way
through what will be a successful career at
Westfield High School. In the great words of our
childhood friend Peter Pan, "I'll teach you to ride
on the wind's back, and away we go!"
Reid Smith

Sophomores

87

Aberdeen, Blaine
Ackerman, Jamie
Aleksandravicius, Sara
Ambinder, Meredith
Ammermuller, Allison
Anderson, Elaine

Anderson, Lindsay
Anderson, Robert
Annis, Elise B.
Antoniewicz, Calvin
Archambault, Jacob
Arnold, Andrew

Aronson, Nicole
Aswad, Christin
Athenson, David
Baker, Hayley
Bakhtin, Alexey
Bakhtin, Zachary

Ball, Caraugh
Ballan, David
Bange, Katherine
Barba, Allison
Barber. Richard
Bartsch, Leslie

Becker, Tyler
Belka, Zachary
Belle, Wesley
Berman, Daniel
Bernstein, Scott
Bilica, Nicole

90

Sophomores

Bishop, Mark
Blanton, Antoine
Boersig, Megan K.
Bohlinger, John
Bornstein, Jamie
Bowman, Zachary

Brennan, Katie
Brennan, Michael
Brody, Meghan
Brody, Mia
Bryk. Maximilian
Bucci, Charles L.

Buchak, Yuriy
Buckman, Jacquelyn
Budnick, Emily
Buontempo, Michael
Burgdorf. Sadie
Burke, Andrew

Burnham. Chelsea
Burton, Abigail
Butler. Justin
Byrne. Michael
Callahan, Heather
Carlino, Julia M.

Sophomores
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Carson, Andrew
Castaldo, Rebecca
Cavanagh. Samantha
Centrella, Amanda
Cerami, Gabrielle N.
Cervantes, Marc

Chae, Joon Byung
Chandler, Johannes
Cheung, Victoria
Choo, Danny
Ciarrocca. Robert
Clancy, Kevin J.

Cofone, Danielle
Comba, Anne
Connery, Sara
Cordeiro, Andrew
Cortese, Jennifer
Costa, Michael

Crisan, John
Criscuolo, Tara
Crossland, Sam
Crosta, Melissa
Cruz, Alexander
Cruz, Samantha

Cummings, Lacy
Cusick, Tyler
D'Amico, Monica I.
Daly, Matthew B.
Davidson, Katherine
De Cicco, Joanna

92

Sophomores

DeFelice, Maximilian
DeJohn, Madeleine
Denicola, Brett
Dennerlein, Elizabeth
Deonarine, Shemeza
De Rojas, Eric

DeSantis, Andrew
Deutchman. Andrew
Di Battista, Adam
Dietz, Brandon
Di Iorio, Christy
Dobra, Evan Anders

Donohue, Mary-Juliet
Dooley, Kathleen
Dornfeld, Mitchell
Doyle, Marykate
Doyle, Shannon
Dubinsky, David

Dunstan, Christopher
Dyer, Carolyn
Egert, Seth
Egnezzo, Nicole M.
Eilbacher, Michael
Eisenberg. Jennifer

mow
Sophomores
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Eisenhauer, William
Embry, Colin
Erman, Carly
Erman, Jonathan
Esler, Kathleen M.
Estevez IV, Felix

Ettinger, Joshua
Fagan, Lia
Fahey, Caroline
Faktor, Sharon
Fallon, Steven
Fantini, Christopher

Field, Stefanie
Fietkiewicz, Michael
Fine, Adam
Fine, Benjamin
Finkler, Tyler
Fiorino, Stephen

Fishman, David
Fogel, Joseph
Foltz, William
Ford. Melissa
Fortino, Gregory
Frankola, Elizabeth M.

Freudenheim, Meghan
Friedman, Rachel
Furlong, Alex
Furlong. Kevin
Fusaro, Maximilian
Fussman, Shelley

94

Sophomores

Gabriel, Trent
Gallagher, Bridget
Gallagher, Erin
Gaskill, Margaret
Gates, Andrew
Gelb, Hannah

Gialanella, Andrew
Gismondi, Michael
Glickstein, Sarah
Gluck, Emily
Goodman, Emily
Gormley, Ellen

Graham, Brittany
Graham, Jordan
Gray, Patrick
Graziadei. Rosa Marie
Greco, Michael
Greene, Sophie

Greener. Edward
Gretsky, William
Grodzka, Kyla E.
Guest, Caitlin
Hall, Kerrington
Hand, Benjamin

Sophomores
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Harries, Jordan
Harris. Emily Anne
Harris, Emily Jelica
Heffeman, Ian
Heffernan. Kate
Heisler, Joseph

Helfand, Zachary
Henry. Brian
Hewett, Connor
Higgins. Kyle E.
Himmel, Anneliese
Hirtler, Dylan

Hoffman, Valerie I.
Holt, Leslie
Hopkins. Danielle L.
Hsu, Miles
Hughes. Chelsea
Hughes, Lauren N.

Hurtt. Keith
Hussein. Maryam
Ince. Meghan
Ingram, Ryan
Irving. Kelly
James, Halli

Jennings. Ryan A.
Johnson. Brett
Johnson. Willie
Jules. Julie
Kabakow. David
Kamel, Elizabeth
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Sophomores

Kandigian, Jill
Kape, Rebecca
Kardias, Michael
Kaufhold, Michael
Kaufman, Samantha
Kelley, Michael

Kerkhof, Casey
Keville, Patrick
Kim, Hong Soo
Knapp, Richard
Knapp, Robyn
Knisely, Anne

Koerner. Nicolette L.
Koznecki, Sara
Krack, Daniel
Kramkowski. Joseph
Krasnoo. Ryan
Kujawski. Elaina

Kukis, Kristin
Kuntz, Stephanie
Landon, Tracy
Langer, Jonathan
La Porta, Zachary
LaRosa, Gabriella

Sophomores
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La Russo, Lindsey
LaSpata, Jaclyn
Lemberg, Suzanne
Leone, Andrew
Littman. Melissa
Lloyd, Christopher

Lobo, Rachael
Loughlin, Conor
Lupicki, Kamil
Machlowitz. Kevin
Mack, Dalton
Mackenzie, Grace

Mackenzie, Ian
Macquaide, Rebecca
Maehl. Brian P.
Magnanini, Olivia
Maher, Molly
Malaspina, Margaret

Mandelblatt, Eric
Margolies, Jessica
Margolis, Drew K.
Marino, Andrew
Marino, Danielle
Markowski, Amanda

Markowski, Victoria
Marvin, Laura
Maslow, Alexander
May, Lauren
McAlister, Nicholas
Me Crea, Robert

98

Sophomores

McGovern, Rachel
Me Hone, Kaitlin
Me Keon, Robert
McKevitt, Colin
McKevitt, Mary
Mendoza, Sarah

Meserole, Matthew
Metz, Adam
Might, Ryan
Mitchell, Gregory
Mitchell, Sara N.
Mondon, Jessica

Monroe Jr.. Kevin
Mooney, Benjamin
Morina. Stephen
Mumford, Samuel
Mustard. Grace
Nash. Daniel

Nehring, Lisa
Nelson, Sara
Newton. Angela
Niemiera. Maria
Nobile, Luke
Nolasco, Hugo
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Sophomores
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O'Brian. Alexandra
O’Brien, Patrick J.
O'Connor, Sean
O’Donnell-Pickert,
Kathleen
Oliff, Brandon
Ondi, Joseph

Ortega, Jessica
Ortis, Andrea
Oster, Michael
Palacios. Donald
Parsloe, Corinne
Pate, Jill

Pearson. Jeffrey
Pecker, Drew S.
Penczak. Elizabeth
Perlman, Joshua
Peruzzo, Davide
Peterson, Gaffney

Peyton, Kristin
Pirozzi, Alexandra
Polak, Nicholas
Polaskova. Karina
Pompey, Kasslyn
Porta, Patrick

Posluszny, Lauren
Powell, Anna
Preston, Beau
Preston. Wade
Psolka. Lindsay
Pulliam, Megan M.

100 Sophomores

Purdy, Kevin
Ramage, Megan
Ramire, Katie
Ramos, Kevin
Rapoport. Matthew
Rego, Stephanie

Reich. Adam
Reilly. Megan
Reyman, Daniel
Ricardo, Alison
Ridings, Anna
Riegel. Melissa

Ripperger. Kyle
Roberson, Chanel
Rodrigues. Jenna
Rodriguez, Jessica
Rogers. Alicia
Rogers, Jaraad

Roggenburg, Amy
Rogut, Diana
Romano. Rebecca
Romer. Meredith
Rosen. William
Rosenburgh, Evan

Sophomores
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Rosenfeld, Amy
Rosin, Justin
Rosin. Michael
Rothenberg. Chloe
Roudebush, Nicholas
Roussin, Lindsay

Rubin. Benjamin
Ruschmann. Michael
Russak, Charles
Russell. Kevin
Russo. Jonathan
Russo, Philip

Sabatino. Patrick
Safar. Martin
Sagal, Michal
Salemme, Christopher
Sanders, Matthew
Sauerwein, Andrew

Sawers, Emily
Scanlon, Aiden M
Schapow. Drew
Schell-Sheehan. Jude
Schuman, Gerald
Schuster, Maxwell

Scrudato, Ryan
Scrudato, Sean
Seib. Samantha
Seltzer, Julian
Sgalardi. Jennifer
Shah, Vishal

102 Sophomores

Shargorodsky, Nikolay
Shavit, Arella
Sheehan, Michael
Sherman, Adam
Shields, Connor
Sickles, William

Silva, Max
Silverman. Arielle
Simon, Dylan
Sinisi, Robert
Sipe, Kenneth
Smelkinson, Emma

Smith, Dillon
Smith, Jared
Smith, Meredith
Smith, Reid
Snyder, Justin M.
Solomon, Joshua

Spencer, Morgan
Spera, Nicole
Spinelli, Virginia
Spiridigliozzi. Julia
Spitz, Sarah
St. Lifer. Maxwell

Sophomores

103

Stabler, Darla
Stahl, Graeme
Steinbach. Lindsay
Sternal, Molly
Stevens-Haas, Claire
Storcks, Andrew

Strauss, Jenna
Sullivan, Kelly
Sussman. Jake
Szollar. Sarah M.
Tagat. Janya
Tamboli, Kamal

Taylor, John E.
Teese, Matthew F.
Thien, Scott
Thomas, Sydney
Tiedrich, Madeline
Tomasso. Christopher

Tsui, Christina
Ulrope. Alyssa
Van Ness, Gabriella
Vasel, Diana
Vasquez, Rosalba
Vassallo. Cody

Vega, Carlos
Venezia, Diana
Venezia, Katherine
Villa, Queenie
Virzi, Denise
Waddell, Peter

104 Sophomores

Wang, Yixiao
Weeks, Emily
Weintraub, Alex R.
Weintraub, Matthew
Wenta, Austin
Werner, Timothy

Williams, Emily
Williams, Jhakyse
Wilson, Kelsey
Wissel. Rosina
Wojcik, Wayne
Wong, Melissa

Wronski, Matthew
Wyant, Marie Tara
Xiao, Siyu
Yang, Jason
Yeager, Caroline
You, Mei-Dong

Not Pictured
Jorge Cuisana
James Hay
Semion Kogan
Dylan Moran
Marisa Mormile
Edward Nugent
Jose E. Ortiz

Christian W. Rankin
Da John Reeder
Shadae Roberson
Kristin Rousseau
Kaylen Santiago
Emanuel Thompson
Bowei Zhang
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Sophomores
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106 Sophomores

Sophomores
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FRESHMEN
Some were timid; others, confident and well
adjusted. Some were lost, some were outspoken.
However, this September, we all had one thing in
common: we were new to the wide halls that
welcomed us, freshmen in the truest sense of the
word. Preconceived notions of the highly
anticipated first year of high school flooded our
minds as we tried to remember our schedules and
the intimidating school floor plan. Having
survived those dreaded first days, the routine of
school came back. We made it. Not only did we
stop asking for directions, we are now able to give
them. The new people and school gave us a chance
to start over, not only academically but personally,
searching for our place. And everything fell into
place. We made it!
Victoria Aloupis
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Freshmen
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Abbattista. Jenelle
Adams, Luke
Adams, Matthew
Adriaens, Astrid
Adsit, Amanda
Allard, Valentin

Allen, Jessica
Allen, John
Aloupis, Victoria
Alvarez, Paige
Anderson, Mackenzie
Anderson, Taylor

Androconis, Mark
Archambault, Madeleine

Archambault, Max
Archambault. Zachary
Attanasio, Nicholas
Austin, Kerry

Bangs, Kylie
Barai, Rakhee
Barai. Rishi
Barber, Christian
Barnes, Ethan
Baron. Chloe

Baron. Rachel
Barry, James
Bazarsky, Zina
Bencivenne, Alexander
Bergin. Patrick
Bessa. Michelle

Birkenthal, Chloe
Birnbaum, Alison
Bizzaro. Adrian
Blutfield, Michael
Bohlinger, Kelly
Boretz, Marissa

112 Freshmen

Borr, Samantha Jo
Boyes, Truman
Boyle, Nicholas
Brafman. Joshua E.
Brand, Taylor
Braun, Jane

Brown, Mary
Brownridge, Kyre
Buccino, Matthew
Bungerz. Morgan James

Byer, Eric
Cantor. Brian

Capuano, Juliana
Carlone, Frank
Carmo, Peter
Carr, Tessa
Cash, Devin
Ceasrine, Jillian

Cerra, Jakob
Chae, Hoon Byung
Chan, Emily
Chapel. Nicholas
Charles, Cassie
Chen, Ashtyn

Freshmen

113

Chopey, Nicholas
Chu, Alan
Ciampa. Daniella
Cifelli, Matthew
Clark. Sean
Cleary, Meghan

Clenienko, Alyssa
Coleman, Caitlin
Conlon. Patrick
Conrad, Zane
Conte, Alyssa
Corcoran, Lauren

Costello, Samantha
Crawford, Sarah
Cronen, William
Crossland. Emma
Crowley, Jacquelyn
Cuellar, Alyssa

Culnan, Tara
Cummings, Tierny
Cunningham, Talecia
Curry, Matthew
D'Agosto, Oreste
Dachowicz, Nicholas

Danielsson, Gustav
Darchi. Lauren
Dattoli-Dandrea, Dakota

Davidson. Catherine
Davis, Nadirah
DeLaFuente, Rebecca

DelPopolo, Helen
DeMartino, Jesse
DePalma, Nicholas
DeSorbo, Jeffrey
Diaz, Juliette
Dibble, Connor

114 Freshmen

Di Fabio, Marisa
Di Giorgio, Jennifer
Domino. Brooke
Driscoll. Elizabeth
Duan. Wenqi
Dumont, Alexander

Dunham. Olivia
Dunn, Meghan
Dunnan. Bruce
Durst, Sara
Edwards, Ashley
Ehrhart, Jessica

Einbinder, Jeremy
Eldridge. Colin
Eliades, Daniel
Elliott, Sean
Embrett. Krista
Erickson, Justin

Eriksson. Joakim
Federbusch. Casey
Ferraro, Robert
Ferro, Anne M.
Fetter, Anna
Fields. Danielle

Freshmen
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Filipkowski, Catherine
Fischer, Matthew
Fischette, Adam
Fitzhenry, Colin
Flaherty, Abigail
Fleschler, Margaux

Foley, Emma
Foley, Michael
Forgash, Steven
Fowler, Dickens
Frank. William
Frankel, Alexandra

Frankfort, Nicole
Franks, Emma
Frantz, Sarah
Freeman. Jessica
Frega, Katherine
Friedlander, Alec

Friedman, Josh
Gaglioti, Catalina
Gao, Haozhe
Garcia, Alexander
Garfinkel. Andrew
Garneva, Tzvetelina

Gentile, John
Gerrity. Chaylin
Gibson, Christopher
Gillespie. Erin
Githens, John
Glasser-Baker, Rebecca

Glynn. Alison
Goellner. Betsy
Gold. Brandon
Gold, Gabrielle
Goldin, Spencer
Goldstein, Emily

116 Freshmen

Goncalves, Brittany
Goodwin-Rivera,
Yasmeen

Gordon, Alex
Gottdiener. Dana
Go/.dieski, Erik
Granstrand, Peter

Grant, Dana
Greenspan,Joseph
Gregory, Jessica
Grimes, Alexander
Gross, Emma
Gross, Rachel

Gurkas, Courtney
Haggerty, Neil
Halliburton, Kathryn
Han, Edward
Harbaugh. Julia
Harmer, Charlotte

Harmer, Georgina
Harth, Rachel
Hatch. Alyssa
Hawkins, Alexandra
Henry, Jonathan
Heroux, Evan

Freshmen
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Herrington, Charli
Hess, Ryan
Hindes, Evan Rae
Hoerrner, Megan
Horowitz. Madeline
Howard. Gregory

Hurtt, Brianna
Jackson. Rebecca
Jacobi. Margaret
Jedruszczak, Alexander
Jenkins, Meghan
Jha, Ravi

Jhaveri, Alycia
Johnson, Melanie
Johnston, Catherine
Jones, Michael
Kacmarsky, Joseph
Kaplan, Tracy

Karamete, Yasemin
Kaveney, Megan
Kerr, Daniel
Kessler, Kevin
Kiefer, Elizabeth
Kim, Dong

Kim, Sung Min
Kirna, Andrew
Klibaner, Daniel
Roll. Nikki
Komar, Madeline
Kopser, Hayden

Korn, Steven
Korunow, Evan
Kowalski. Tom
Kraus. Benjamin
Kronick. Hannah
Krywulych, Roman

Freshmen

Kuhn, Ian
Kwok, Abigail
LaForge, Jeffrey
Lam, Cynthia
Landeka, Martina
La Russo, Jenna M.

Latimer, Meredith
Lee, Justin
Lee, Kevin
Leopold, Joseph
Levidy, Michael
Lipe. Connor

Lipschutz, Corey
Lisooey, James
Lizmi, Zachary
Lizzo, John
Logue, Brenna
Lorentzen, Charlotte

Lorentzen, John
Luzzi, Alexander
Mack, Emily
Mackechnie, Kyle
Maguire, Anne
Mannino, Christopher

Freshmen
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Martinez, Christina
Martone, Cara
Maslyuk. Mikhail
Mason. Diana
Mastrocola, Anthony
Materek, Natalie

Matthews, Nicholas
Mazen, Joshua
Me Cabe, Colleen
Me Cready, Benjamin
Me Evoy, Matthew
McKinley, Katherine

Mejias, J. Carlos
Melhado, Nydia
Melofchik, Connor
Meneh. Christopher
Mendel, Phillip
Meola, Jilliana

Messercola, Gino
Meyer, Charles
Mierswa. Philip
Miller, Danielle
Milrod, Charles
Minken, Amanda

Molinari, Dominick
Molson. Brandon
Moncayo, Katherine
Mone. Madison
Monroe. Britnee
Monteiro, Brian

Mooney, Shannon
Morabito. Amelia
Morasso, Sarah
Morawski, Melissa
Mormile, Anthony
Morris. Kevin

120 Freshmen

Morrissey, Christopher
Motherway, Brianna
Mudd. Braedan
Mulvey, Kevin
Murphy, Alexis
Murphy, Morgan

Murray, Andrew
Murtishaw, Charlotte
Narotzky, Max
Nayer, Priyanka
Nieva, Francine
Niva, Elisa

Noble, Dana
Nogan, Megan
Noonan, Timothy
Noray, Kadeem
Nugent. Richard
Nunez, Aileen

O'Brien. Henry
Olson, Dylan
Osterman, David
Pantazis, Charles
Parkinson, Alexander
Partridge, Emma

Freshmen
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Pellegrino, Lucas
Perez, Kristina
Perez, Zachary
Perrotta, John
Piatnitsky. Daniel
Pohling, Michael

Ponce, Katherine
Porch, Jennifer
Pryor, Garrett
Psyhojos, Aris
Pulliam, Thomas James
Purdy, Hannah

Pyo, Christine
Rackear. Eric
Randazzo, John
Raynor, Kameron
Reich. Amy
Reilly, Bryan

Reilly, Shannon
Rickies. Rachel
Riddle, Alexei
Riggs, William
Ritter. Matthew
Rivera, Matthew

Rizkalla Jr., Paul
Roberson. Amber
Roca-Loor. Eduardo
Rocha. Kyle
Roff, Adel
Rogut. Laura

Rojas. Valeria
Roman. Mirella
Ronk, Emily
Rose. Allison
Rosen. Jenna
Rosenblatt. Rachel
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Rosenzweig, Robyn
Ross, Adam
Ross, Bradland
Roth, Nicholas
Ruhl. Brandon
Russo, Jessica

Ryan, Olivia
Safonov, Nicholas
Saggio, Kyle
Saigal, Rohan
Salisbury, Jill
Sandler, Justin

Santiago, Stephen
Santry, Matthew
Scaglione, Christina
Schaaf, Katherine
Scheurer, Kevin
Scheurer, Thomas

Schmeider, Nicole
Schurig, Kaitlin
Scrofani, Olivia
Sexton, Jennifer
Sharkey, Jenna
Sharkey, Megan

Freshmen
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Shepcaro, Dylan
Shor, Emma
Shorrock, Nicholas
Simmons, Joshua
Skibitsky, Shane
Skoller, Stephanie

Slater. Harrison
Slifer, Connor
Smith. Wyatt
Snizek. Caroline
Snyder. Thomas
Solomon. Eric

Spector, Stefani
Spitler, Christine
Stabenow, Ian
Steinfeld, Robert
Steinfield, Jacob
Stierhoff, Matthew

Storcks. Caitlin
Sullivan, Meghan
Sultan, Mir Hussain
Summers, Kevin
Surace. Peter
Suri. Nathaniel

Suriano, Meghan
Sweeney, Thomas
Szycowski, Adrian
Tabak. Rachel
Tanji, Gabrielle
Tarantino, Matthew

Tata, Angela
Taylor, Eric
Telsey, Sabrina
Tilocca, Francesca
Tishberg. Margot
Tivenan. Daniel
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Tooley, Sam
Torcicollo, Jamie
Toresco, Joseph
Tully, Alexandra
Tuncel, Ege
Turner, Naimah

Valentin, Bonnie
Van Epp, Sirena
Venckus, Anthony
Verdone, Garrett
Waidman, Samantha
Walker, Jacob

Walker, Jordan
Walsh, Ellen
Walters, Connor
Ward, Nathaniel
Waxtel, Katherine
Weidman, Samantha

Weisman, Isabelle
Weist, Madison
White, Justin
Wickens, Daniel
Wiesinger, Kayla
Williams, Brian

Freshmen
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Wolf, Chelsea
Wolf, Kyle
Wong, Andy
Wozniak, Ronald
Wu, Cheryl
Wu, Deborah

Xu, Tianzuo
Yavuz, Cagla
Yingling, John
Young, Mitchell
Younger, Timothy
Youssef, Elias

Not Pictured
Jade Carter
Nicole Eniclerico
Parker Enix-Ross
Brian Levine

126 Freshmen

Lijingzi Li
Travis Przybylski
Grace Torres
Madeleine Wynn

ucation.ti.com/84

Freshmen
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128 Freshmen

Freshmen
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ACADEMICS
Beyond the usual concept of school, which is the
memorization and understanding of everything
we capture in our minds, education is a door that
we open daily in order to learn. We study, not only
arduous formulas and analytical ideas, but
ourselves. By developing our identities as
students, we also develop our knowledge of who
we are going to be in the future. Despite the
challenges we face and the bumpy roads we cross,
we will always have a future ahead of us.
Bessie Roca
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Project
Mr. Horn initiates the discussion in English 3.

Keep Striving
Jocelyn Tiller ponders what her teacher wrote
on the board.

Project 79 is an alternative education program that provides a holistic learning
environment so students and their parents can reconnect with the school.
Teaching the same material as mainstream WHS, Project 79 also provides a
safe, comfortable place where students support one another in all aspects of
learning, including field trips, simulations, weekend retreats, and musical or
poetic performances at the Project 79 Coffeehouse. Being the excellent
academic program that it is, Project 79 allows students to work closely with
teachers, ensuring they become active learners as well as outgoing citizens.

Erin Gillespie answers Mr.
Maruschak's question while
Tom Sweeney looks on.
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Alex Schaefer relaxes in the Project Office between
classes.

Chay Gerrity and Pete
Carmo work on their in-class
assignment.

Above: Mr. Lantis makes a
point in U.S. Issues class.

Above Right: Carla Somnolet
and Sam Kaufman listen to
their teacher's instructions.

Right: Darren Tighe prepares
to answer a question in
Chemistry.

class.
Ms. Muir makes a geometric point to Alia Lundy while Latima Ellerbe,
Wayne Wojcik, and Tori Markowski work on their projects.
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Above: Justin Olsen has a
laugh in class.

Above left: Sydney Thomas is
excited to add to the class
discussion.

Left: Ryan Scrudato, Steph
Rego, Virginia Spinelli, and
Arielle Silverman read the next
chapter of their books.

Billy Sickles prepares to get to work on the
latest essay.
Ms. DiBattista and Matt MacVicar share a laugh while revising Matt's
literary analysis.
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English
Evan Heroux finds a humorous line in Othello.

Keep Reading
Zach Zagorski and Sam Tooley react to a joke told by their English teacher.

Two things unite humans: language, and the ability to express feelings in them.
From stories to plays to poetry, English classes explore the feelings captured
in events, opinions or metaphoric tales. They study works across centuries to
gain the ability to understand the complexities of human emotions, and the
events and experiences that shape people all around us. A study of literature
results in the comprehension of the experiences and lives of others, fictional
and real, achieving social commentaries and a greater understanding of
human complexity. Joined with grammar, style and the ability to communicate
ideas in different forms, this enables students to express themselves in a
mature way, and allows them to communicate better with others.

Andrew Realmuto checks his
notes as discussion begins.

Emma Partridge is eager to inject her opinion into the class.

Kevin Morris gets into the latest
English novel.
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Science

Keep Investigating

Kim Morawski and her lab partners answer the questions on their lab reports.

Dan Morse and Ross Tucker take a moment out of
their lab period to smile for the camera.

From the problem-solving ways of chemistry to the facts of life that biology
has to offer to the physics of our school building, science is an intriguing but
very complex subject that surrounds our world. As it has evolved, it has
opened new doors to find information that has developed our minds to
understand the complicated but frivolous puzzles that science exposes. As it
is taught in the classrooms of WHS, science describes the nature of the earth
that we live in. It expands our knowledge of who we are as well as what we
are. Everything is science!

Sam Murphy is shocked to
learn another fun science fact!
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Billy Geltzeiler and Lauren Nemiroff take a break from their
work to share a laugh.

Katie Millen checks to make
sure her solution is ready.

Above: Tim Woods stirs his
solutions to completely mix the
two chemical compounds.

Above Right: Shane Edwards
calculates the calculations on
his calculator.
Right: Brittany Van Sickle and
Paige Roudebush collect
measurements.

Mark Fischetti dilligently writes up his lab report.
Charlie Read and Danielle Infantino await their turn to get materials for their
latest physics investigation.
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Above: Sean Han tries a few
problems to make sure he
understands the day's lesson.

Above left: Jackie Sull listens
to her classmate's answer.

Left: A calculus class takes
notes on derivatives.

------^

Ms. Bilyk helps Abigail Flaherty complete the
problem.
Chris Mench, Chris Morrissey, and Matt McEvoy work together to practice
geometry concepts.
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Mathematics
Stephanie Korunow and Alex Greenspan check
their homework answers.

Keep Calculating
Mr. Jacobsen explains what a piecewise function is to the class.

The world of math contains much more than just numbers huddled together
waiting to be solved. Numbers surround our world, day in and day out. They
determine how much we pay for our meals in the cafeteria or for concert
tickets. Math is an integral part of every little thing you do: you can find proof in
the Pythagorean theorem of an ice cream cone or the radius of the wheels of
your car. Beyond the hallways of WHS, we may think or hope that we're done
with math, but really we're just entering another dimension of numerical values.
Math is the limitless essence of the real world.

David Athenson double-checks
his arithmetic to ensure his
answer is accurate.

Matt Cifelli, Matt Adams, and Nick Roth work on the warm-up
to start the period.

Mrs. Malvasio points out the
importance of using a pencil in
math class.
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Social Studies
Ege funcel and Matt Buccino relax in class.

Keep Exploring
Caitlin Coleman takes notes in Global Perspectives.

A comprehensive understanding of the past, and all of its implications,
intricacies and effects, is imperative to an appreciation of the present, and an
ability to make the future a better place. All of this can be achieved by learning
history and social issues, both old and new, and ensures the development of
some future political leaders amongst the students. From communism to
economics to the Constitution and democracy, we gain an understanding of
the events that shaped the world as it is today, and those that will shape the
world of tomorrow. And with this knowledge comes the ability to change the
world, and make it a better place in the future.

Patrick Conlon looks up from
his notebook to smile for the
camera.
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Ashley Edwards knows her analysis is spot-on accurate.

Mr. Farag explains the
importance of the
Renaissance.

Above: Hussain Sultan turns
around to ask a friend a
question.

Above Right: Mr. Pasternak
teaches his history class.
Right: Joakim Eriksson
references his notebook before
participating.

discussion.
J- P. Githens listens to a classmate's take on current events.
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Above: Meredith Smith works
on a poster about French
culture.

Above left: Ms. Underwood
provides directions for the
day's group activity.

Left: Connor Walters, John
Taylor, and Ben McCready
await their turn to join in the
Latin discussion.

teacher's remarks from Spanish to English.
Mrs. Janus passes out a reading to combine the learning of both French
language and culture.
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World Languages
Ege Tuncel takes a quick break to pose for the
camera.

Keep Conjugating

Jill Kandigian, Anna Powell and Julia Spiridigliozzi listen to another group's
presentations while putting the finishing touches on their own.

Take a walk around the hallways of WHS, and an onslaught of chatter will
reach your ears, some of it in a language you may not even understand. While
English may be the main language of the school, various languages, both alive
and dead, are studied with dedication and enthusiasm. Students gain an
appreciation of both the culture and the language of another people. They
become able to express themselves in a language not native to them, which
enables them to travel the world and experience new cultures. As we live in a
diverse society, learning a new language enriches students and allows them to
appreciate the many other cultures which together they can call their own.

Mr. Greer shows his
excitement when a student
demonstrates a solid grasp of a
French verb tense.

A French class puts their completed projects on display,

Melissa Wong reads her
homework answers to the
class.
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Gym & Health # # Keep Exercising
An intense game of deck hockey is about to begin.

Ms. Spreitzer and her class take notes on a
D.A.R.E. presentation.

Every day we play some kind of strenuous sport. Whether it's physical or
mental we are always learning something new. In gym, we learn teamwork,
determination, and commitment by playing epic sports such as volleyball or
speedball. Meanwhile, in health, we learn how to be cautious, respect
ourselves and others, and prevent future consequences. We are always
sweating and working hard, either to kick our way to the goal or to think first
before acting.

Kyle Saggio and Rachel
Rosenblatt write their
responses to the latest health
question.
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Mrs. Kolesar makes a point as she teaches health.

A volleyball player jumps to
return the serve over the net.

The look of genuine shock
when the ball gets stolen by the
other team.
A bove:

A b o v e R ig h t : Ben Baron
demonstrates the bump technique
to pass the ball to teammates at
the net.
R ig h t: Matt Feniger and Emily
Doskow join Mrs. Kolesar in doing
Health's version of the YMCA.

Ben Dornfeld waits eagerly for the ball to
approach his goal.
Donny Martinez and Kristen Koepfler stretch to begin the day in Health.
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Above: John Berman and Mike
Tarnofsky perform one last
rehearsal of their skit before
showtime.

Above Left: Mr. Chambers
helps a student with his
thumbnail sketch.

Left: The cast takes a final bow
after dress rehearsal.

Melanie Jackson memorizes her monologue in order to present it to the class.
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Art & Drama
Karsten Barabas focuses intensely as he
trims his artwork.

Keep Creating
Sam Johnson, Maria Kheyman, Sammy Luscombe and Brigid Ryan
perform their skit for the class.

Secret talents not normally displayed throughout the school day find form and
expression in art and drama, two talents that encourage self-expression
through physical or spoken form. Both of these arts are found in practice
throughout the school, from the fall performance of The Crucible to the art
projects on display in the halls and classrooms. Students can be found with
their heads buried in monologues, dedicating hours and hours of practice after
school to hone their craft, as well as splattered in paint or with hands covered
in pencil. Both talents are further improved by the hours of dedication spent
practicing. Art defines eras and cultures, and students being encouraged to
express themselves through art only further enriches our own.

Gina Harmer relaxes while
working on her art project.

Alex Jedruszczak is intensly focused on cropping the still life
just right.

Ross Pohling jumps into full
character while performing.
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Music

Keep Performing

Shane Skibitsky, Steve Forgash, and Jon Chironna watch Mr.
Mathews for their entrance cue.

The Mixed Chorus stretches to warm up
before singing.

Walk through the halls between classes on the final Friday of every month, and
over the loudspeakers you will hear music being piped into the halls, providing
a soundtrack to the day, almost as though the students were in a movie. Music
provides a backing track to lives and enriches our experiences. A
comprehensive knowledge of music is achieved through the music programs at
WHS. Students find themselves practicing intensely for performances within
the many choirs or bands at the school. They also learn the theory behind
music and how to compose and create their own music for the world to hear.
Both the concerts and the spring musical are the culmination of hours of hard
work to provide the student body with one of the most beautiful things: music.

Kiran Patankar sight-reads his
part on the cello.
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David Ortuso plays bass clarinet to provide the underlying
bassline for the song.

Monica Hong and David
Osterman play in Chamber
Orchestra.

Above: Julie Daurio hits her
entrance on the cello.

Eddy Han goes solo on his violin.

Above Right: Alison Ricardo
watches Mr. Wojcik while
playing flute.

Right: Bobby Molson, Ian
Devaney and Kelly Braun sing
the harmony in choir class.

Lindsay Ryan, Mia Pafumi, and Liz Buchanan share a laugh during a break
between rehearsals.
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Computers

Keep Programming

Adam DiBattista and Katie Ramirez see that their Visual Basic program works
as planned.

Mr. Rutherford looks over Jessica Margolies' and
Sean O'Connor's code.

As anyone who has ever attempted to compose a paper on a typewriter
(there's more of us than you think) can tell you, computers are important.
Equally important is actually learning how to use said computers in an
intelligent and proficient manner. Luckily for the students of WHS, this can be
easily accomplished. With the range of courses available, students enrolled in
a computers class can learn basic computer applications as well as
programming in Visual Basic and JAVA. Learn to create your own computer
programs or just get really good with a spreadsheet. Either way, there's a
computers course for you.

Paul Bai, Jared Spero, and
Domenick Wissel look up
information for their latest lab
project.
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Phil Carmo points out to Bobby Miller what wonders his
program can perform,

Dylan Hirtler is intrigued by his
computer program.

Television
Marlena Cortese observes while Claire Harris
conducts an interview with Mr. Browne.

Keep Producing
Matt Tarantino demonstrates the abilities of the software in the TV Studio.

From providing you with your monthly dose of Blue Devil News to informing
you of each and every cherished snow day, the television department is a
much-loved part of the WHS community. Each year, groups of dedicated
students hunker down behind cameras and editing machines to ensure that
there is always something entertaining and informative broadcasting on
Channel 36. Students in television class study a wide variety of films, create
their own projects and film various school events such as sports games and
student performances. With so many opportunities to both document WHS
activities and express one's own creative impulses, it's no wonder so many
students have become faithful participants in the WHS television department

Michael DiFabio holds the
sound boom for an interview.

Drew Pecker mans the camera and directs his fellow crew
members.

Stephanie Quinton, Ben
Mason, and Bethany Verdone
edit their broadcast journalism
work.
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Foods

Keep Baking

Rebecca DeLaFuente, Ji Seui Kim, Jessica Riding, and Ms. Diller talk about
a delicious recipe.

Jessica Russo, Katherine McKinley and Melissa
Morawski pose while mixing their ingredients.

If you've ever investigated a smell coming from the first-floor middle hallway
and found that the answer was muffins, there is a good chance you were
standing outside the Foods room. With two available course selections,
Modern Foods and Gourmet Foods, students can not only build a basic
foundation of culinary knowledge, but also expand on that previous experience.
So tie on your apron, get out your mixing bowl and carefully laminated recipe,
and prepare to get your hands dirty with your next delicious creation. Whether
it's building a complex, architecturally-sound gingerbread house or perfecting
your ability to boil water, there is something in Foods for every student.

Ms. Diller helps Amelia
Morabito ensure the pie crust is
in perfect shape.
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Chris Tomasso asks a fellow chef if there are any more
ingredients he needs.

Dominick Molinari reads off
the recipe so Anna Riding can
gather the ingredients.

Woods
Joe Foge! works with Mr. Hart to measure the
wood he needs.

Keep Constructing
Jonathan Henry is ready to show off his latest project.

While yes, we're sure your mother loved the dilapidated little birdhouse you
made in middle school, perhaps it is time to truly master your craft. With woods
class, you can accomplish all this and more. Students in woods class shape
their abilities to think both analytically and creatively as they carefully plan
each one of their projects. Then, with well thought-out plans in hand, they
tackle the job of bringing their blueprints to life. Another example of the
creativity and skill of the WHS student population, woods class is another fine
medium for students to express themselves in a way that is both artistic and
functional.

Adel Roff marks her wood so
she knows where to cut.

Connor Lipe inspects the grain of the wood to insure it is
up to par for use in his design.

Mike Buontempo sands his
piece of wood so it has a
smooth finish.
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Above: John Berman reads up
on journalistic history.
Above Left: Alexis Constantine
takes notes while preparing to
present to her journalism
class.
Left: Josh Firestone considers
a classmate's input on the
events of the day.
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Nick Brennan's "Kate Douglas, your comments
about my commentary are oh-so-funny" look.
Jessica Sheft-Ason, Laryssa Borkowsky and Elizabeth Shannon surround
Brian Gibbons, distracting him from working on his page.
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Journalism
Pratik Mehta reviews his notes. That's Vince
FitzPatrick behind him.

Keep Reporting
Laryssa Borkowsky laughs as Jen Brotman, Katherine Roberts and Kelsi
Browning look busy; Peter Greismer checks his e-mail.

If it's Friday and there's school, there's
H Eye.
a very good chance that there's a group of students enrolled in the journalism
program working their fingers to the bone in Room 111. While to the untrained
eye the Hi's Eye seems to magically appear in homerooms on Fridays, hours of
work are put in behind the scenes to ensure that each week's issue is an
informative and entertaining extension of the school. Journalism students
brainstorm article topics, write and edit their work, lay out pages, further the
cause of free speech and eventually create the school paper WHS has known
and loved since 1933.

Chelsea Bryk participates in
the class discussion.

Mark Cafiero, Sam Rackear, Dan Dickstein and Liz Rich
working on their latest reports.

Jen Brotman knows every
good journalist needs her
coffee.
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SPORTS
While a WHS student is no stranger to hard work
in the classroom, the Blue Devil is just as
determined to succeed on the sports field. WHS
has a long tradition of athletic excellence and
sportsmanship, and WHS athletes take pride in
representing our dear colors.
Sports provide us not only with an outlet for
competitive energy, but a source of lasting
friendships and memories. While the glory of
victory fades, the Blue Devil spirit stays with us
even after the final whistle.

Claire Bennett
and Rose Driscoll
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Girls Soccer

Keep Kicking

The 2007 girls varsity soccer team had a
successful winning season led by six
starting seniors. Though we ended
strong with a record of 15-6-1, our
season got off to a slow start due to
tough competition and key injuries. With
the help of determination and a closeknit bond, we were able to come back
and earn key victories over a stateranked Kearny and an undefeated Union
Catholic team. We were also able to
regain our spots in both the Union
County Tournament Finals and the State
Sectional Semifinals. The girls attribute
their success in continuing the program's
winning tradition to perseverance and
teamwork.
Claire Bennett & Stephanie Cortinhal
Senior Co-Captains
Christina Cognetti fights for possession of the loose ball.

WESTFIELD
SOCCER

B a c k R o w : Tara Handza, Katie Esler, Rebecca Kape, Corrine Parkinson, Natalie Morrison, Shannon Murray, Grace MacKenzie,
Coach Wertheimer; M id d le R o w : Brittany Cortinhal, Hannah Wharam, Christina Cognetti, Molly Maher, Taylor Manetti, Arielle
Ziering, Stephanie Cortinhal, Hannah Kronick; F r o n t R o w : Robyn Knapp, Meredith Clark, Meghan Brody, Claire Bennett, Briana
Goncalves, Catherine Cognetti; M is s in g : Jessica Campo, Assistant Coach Paradise
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Senior Co-Captain
Claire Bennett

Hannah Kronick awaits the upcoming
free kick.

Senior Co-Captain
Stephanie Cortinhal

Brittany Cortinhal prepares to head
the ball ahead to a teammate.

Coach Wertheimer rallies the team just
before the start of the second half.

Corrine Parkinson is about to unleash a
shot on goal.

A b o v e : Tara Handza prepares to trap
the ball to obtain possession.

L e f t : Shannon Murray steals the ball
and sends it upfield to the offense.

Senior Co-Captain
Matt Gralla

Mike Irving celebrates the goal
Westfield just scored.

Tom McManus stretches to intercept
the opposing team's pass.

Mike Rediker avoids a slide tackle to
reach the loose ball first.

A b o v e : Andy Flood maintains eye
contact with the ball to get in position
for a header.
R ig h t : Pat Tresnan warms up before
the match.
■
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Senior Co-Captain
Greg O'Brien

Goalie Greg O'Brien traps the ball against
his chest to ensure he makes the save.

Boys Soccer

Keep Scoring
Coming into this season, you could definitely
say we were the underdogs. Losing 16 seniors,
many of whom were starters, every team
expected us to be weak. Comprised of almost
all juniors, our team did much more than just
hold our own. We ended up being one of the
best teams in New Jersey. Ranked in the top
20 for the majority of the season, and finishing
with a 13-5-3 record, we gained a lot of respect
in the soccer world. We won the Watchung
Conference for the first time in 12 years, and
reached the county semi-finals and the
Sectional Finals. You also cannot forget that we
beat Scotch Plains in both regular season
games, which has not been accomplished in
some decades. This remarkable season
contributed greatly to the rise of Westfield as a
powerhouse team, and we hope that the name
we have built for Westfield can sustain itself for
years to come.

Members of the soccer team huddle after the game to celebrate a
big win.

Matt Gralla and Greg O'Brien
Senior Co-Captains

B a c k R o w : Coach Schmidt, Adam Fine, Andy Flood, Mike Lessner, Matt Gralla, Brandon Heroux, Tom McManus, Chris Franks,
Greg O'Brien, Coach Kapner; M id d le R o w : Roberto Olivares, Dan Strauss, Zach Connolly, Mike Irving, Matt Karnofsky, Malcolm
Opoku, Vlad Bouchouev, Nick Breza; F r o n t R o w : Pat Tresnan, Mike Forgash, Matt Isabella, Todd Saunders, Mike Rediker, Justin
Ramalho, Kevin Murphy
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Girls Tennis

Keep Serving

"That almost looked like tennis." Of course it did,
Mr. Tirone! We beat the odds with our circle of
team spirit at the Union County Tournament as we
defeated Kent Place to bring home our third
consecutive Union County Championship. Adding
to that, we were All Conference Champions after
defeating SPF easily, in remembrance of our first
meeting with them this year.
It has been an amazing year for all 18 of us. With
the largest varsity tennis team that Westfield has
seen in a while, the stakes were high and the
competition higher. We pushed each other to
improve, knowing that this would be one of the
best teams that has ever come out of WHS. With
the most team spirit that the girls' team has seen in
a long time, we had a lot of fun this year. As sad
as it is that it's the last year for many of us, as well
as the last year for Mr. Tirone, our fantastic coach,
next year, with a little hard work and the great new
captains, the girls will have many more stories and
wins of which to be proud.
Alannah Suchomel
Senior Tri-Captain
Kim Morawski reaches to make a forehand stroke.

Coach Tirone, Melissa Morawski, Amy Weiss, Kelly Seeger, Isabelle Weisman, Lauren Sullivan, Kim Morawski, Coach
Hannah Weisman, Debbie Wu, Samantha Chu, Lindsay Ryan, Katherine McKinley, Alannah Suchomel;
R o w : Shelley Fussman, Aly Annis, Amanda Simmons, Samantha Borr, Tara Criscuolo

B ack R ow :

Cabrales;
F ro n t

M id d le R o w :
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Senior Tri-Captain
Aly Annis

Senior Tri-Captain
Kim Morawski

Melissa Morawski returns the opposing
player's serve.

Debbie Wu prepares to hit a twohanded backhand.

Senior Tri-Captain
Alannah Suchomel

Alannah Suchomel follows through on
her top-spin shot.

Samantha Borr is about to hit a lob to
force her opponent back.

A b o v e : Kelly Seeger uses a drop shot
to catch her opponent off guard.

L e f t : Hannah Weisman makes contact
on a backhand slice.
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Senior Co-Captain
Malcolm Allen

Brett Defazio stiff-arms his opponent to
get more yardage on his run.

Senior Co-Captain
John Dugan

Senior Co-Captain
Scott Newman

Coach DeSarno calls the next play in
from the sideline.

The offense huddles to hear the
quarterback relay the next play.

Aiden Scanlon and Andrew
Arnold come onto the field from the
sidelines for the next play.
A bove:

R ig h t : Jhakyse Williams hurdles the
opposition while cutting to the outside.
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Senior Co-Captain
Ryan Scanlon

The team members raise their helmets at the
end of the Star-Spangled Banner.

Football

Keep Tackling
This football season was an exciting
and memorable year for all of us. We
started our season off with a big win
against Linden. Our season had more
highs and lows as we beat Elizabeth for
the first time in 24 years. The Blue
Devils made it to the State Playoffs for
the first time since 2003. We had our
first home playoff game since 1998
against Bayonne, which we won. We
ended our season with a 28-27 victory
over Plainfield in front of 5000 people at
home on Thanksgiving Day. Despite
the loss of 19 seniors, key
underclassmen should rise to the
occasion next year.

Brandon Dietz blocks a pass for a defensive stop.

Malcolm Allen, John Dugan,
Scott Newman, and Ryan Scanlon
Senior Co-Captains
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Fourth Row: Zachary Helfand, Brian Henry, Jorge Cuisana, Wesley Belle, Michael Kardias, Andrew Arnold, Hugo Nolasco, Michael Sheehan, Maximilian Bryk, Brandon Dietz, Patrick Gray,
Adam Metz, Michael Gismondi, Willie Johnson, Christopher Fantini, Aiden Scanlon, Gregory Fortino, Michael Costa, Gerald Schuman, Timothy Werner, Robert Ciarrocca, Keith Hurtt; Third
Row: Coach DeSarno, Panos Chantzis, Ricardo Johnson, Thomas Maxwell, Henry Kwok, Andrew Wenta, Michael Clark, Joshua Firestone, Alan Workman, Joe Yoo, Anthony Dilorio, Eric
Moran, Craig Dyer, Jihaad Billups, Charles Solan, Christopher Sheehan, Matthew Stroup, T.J. Mruz, Jimmy Reardon, Matthew Marcus, Daniel Ludlum, Colin Barner, Jordan Johnson,
Joseph Ondi, Coach Hancock; Second Row: Coach Avina, Coach Kehler, Ricky Ruhl, Tommy Wansaw, Josh Gribbin, Alex Falk, Emanuel Mills, Ryan Brand, Charlie Read, Scott Newman,
Ryan Scanlon, John Dugan, Malcolm Allen, Donny Martinez, Mike Wikander, Joseph Vall-Llobera, Daniel Selert, John Wilt, Patrick Stanley, Adam Bergo, John Dilorio, Coach Miller, Coach
Duelks; First Row: Jhakyse Williams, Nick DeFreitas, Johannes Chandler, Kyle Ripperger, Da John Reeder, Jason Yang, David Ballan, Robert McKeon, Jude Schell-Sheehan, Jeffrey
Pearson, Connor Shields, Matt Teese, Brett DeNicola, Brett DeFazio, Matt Scharpf; Missing: Andrew Gates, Felix Estevez

Marching Band
The Westfield High School Marching
Band had an amazing season, both on
the football field and at competitions.
This year's show consisted of music by
a variety of Russian composers. The
band participated in the USSBA Group
4 Division with over 80 dedicated
members. From camp in August
through the All-States Championships
in November, our show steadily
improved and our many hours of
practice paid off. We would like to thank
all of the individual band members for
the parts they played in making this
season so successful.
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Samantha Avis, Matt DeMasi
and Danielle Tepper
Drum Majors

Keep Drumming

Drum Majors Danielle Tepper, Matthew DeMasi, and Samantha
Avis smile as they spend their last game of the year with the band.

The band gathers
around the podium
after another day of
practice to listen to
what their band
director Mr. Zugale
has to say before
they all leave for
home with their
parents. Another
day of hard practice,
another day of work
well done.
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Danielle Tepper
Senior Drum Major

Christin Aswad and Elizabeth LiSooey catch
their rifles wirhout missing a beat.

Matthew DeMasi
Junior Drum Major

Trent Gabriel gets ready to play one
of the side line tunes.

Samantha Avis
Senior Drum Major

JiSu Jung and Kirsten Woodfield take a
picture together for old times' sake.

The battery line starts to put away its
drums under the instruction of the staff
members and the Drum Majors.

A b o v e : Marching Band staff member Tom
the batteries director comes to a football
game with his daughter.

Left; Andrew "Fomo" Foltz-Morrison
watches the final performance of the
Marching Band at the Thanksgiving
Football Game.
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Senior Co-Captan
Caitlin Ferraro

Senior Co-Captain
Ashley Freudenheim

The crew revs up the crowd to cheer for a
touchdown.
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Senior Co-Captain
Ryan Ferro

Gabriella Van Ness holds for a
scorpion.

Senior Co-Captain
Amanda Marin

The cheerleaders get into position for their
dance at the bonfire.

Cheerleading

Keep Supporting
T he ca p ta in s fo r the 2007 season believe this
year w a s one of o ur best. From the tim e w e
w ere fre sh m a n until now, our hard w o rk and
d e d icatio n has led the team to its gre a te st
succe ss and each ye a r the team w ill alw ays
strive to be better. W e are proud to say th a t
looking back at o ur team of girls, each one
bro u g h t such positive tra its to the table, enabling
this squa d to be nothing less than am azin g.
T he re is no dou bt th a t a legacy of hard w orkers,
positive attitu des, and outsta n d in g
a cco m p lish m e n ts will live on w ith the passing
years. From gaining bette r re sp e ct from o ur
peers to fin a lly receiving gym e xem ptio ns, the
squad has a cco m p lish e d such a positive
reputation. T he steps w e 've taken w ithin the past
years w ill alw ays be rem e m be re d as the age
th a t the ch e e rle a d e rs rose up and reached
tre m e n d o u s goals.
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Co-Captains Ryan Ferro and Ashley Freudenheim get the
balance right and cheer for the team.

Ryan Ferro, C aitlin Ferraro, A sh le y F reu d e n h e im
and A m and a M arin
S e n io r C o -C a p ta in s

B a c k R o w : Dominique Gillyard, Caitlin Ferraro, Ashley Freudenheim, Ryan Ferro, Amanda Marin, Jackie Rodriguez, Coach Miss
Crifo; M id d le R o w : Jessica Gregory, Kristy Perez, Danielle Gillyard, Brandi Alvarez, Rachel Rosenberg, Breanna Marin, Jennifer
Sgalardi; F r o n t R o w : Cagla Yavuz, Jocelyn Tiller, Anne Ferro, Andrea Ortis, Nicole Cruikshank, Tara Wyant, Gabriella Van Ness
Mascot: Trevon Woolford
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Country
WHS Cross Country is a program
rooted deeply in a tradition of
excellence. This year was no
exception, as both teams posted
undefeated dual meet records, with the
boys taking the conference and county
titles. One of the largest programs in
the state, WHS Cross Country prides
itself on giving every runner a chance,
and for that, there was a sea of blue
across a field of green. Over the
course of the season, the girls stayed
classy while the boys "[ran] like hell."
In short, friends were made, races
were run, and goods times were had
by all.
Brendan Berkowitz, Evan Friedman
and Alex Tarlow
Senior Tri-Captains
Dave Babetski paces himself so he can keep up the same
intensity until the end of the course.

Back Row: Sean Scrudato, Chris Miller, Kevin Ramos, Thomas Adriaens, Mike Kelley, Gus Gibbons, Dan Dickstein, Mike Fietkiewicz, Luke Granstrand, Tianyou Xu, Kevin Paul, Josh
Einbinder, Todd Souders, Alex Tarlow, Coach Tafelski; Fourth Row: Coach Martin, Eric Mandelblatt, Zach LaPorta, Chris Salemme, Joey Martoglio, Chris Latimer, Eric Hagstrom, Ross
Tucker, Brendan Berkowitz, Dan Wickens, Julian Applebaum, Joe McGrath, Dan Morse, Nick Polak, Evan Friedman, Dennis Elwell; Third Row: Eddie Greener, James Hughes, Wade
Preston, Neil Fitzpatrick, Craig Cognetti, Vince Fitzpatrick, Benny Maimon, Tianzuo Xu, Nick Chopey, Tyler Cusick, Jake Sussman, Chris Dunstan, Andrew Calvaruso, Bryan Reilly, Kevin
Kessler, Bobby Angus; Second Row: Tim Woods, Joe Panarese, John Bohlinger, Beau Preston, Ryan Scrudato, Alex Powell, Jon Russo, Ryan Ingram, Sam Mumford, Dominick Molinari,
Dave Babetski, Alex Jedruszczak, Adam Gottdiener, Zach Lizmi, Justin Erickson, John Randazzo; Front Row: Adam Ross, Matt Stierhoff, Justin Lee, Gustav Danielsson, Ashtyn Chen,
Connor Slifer, Neil Haggerty, John Perrotta, Connor Walters, Peter Granstrand, Andrew Marra, Andrew Kirna, Jon Berman, Matt Fischer, Pat Conlon
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Keep

Running
With a gang of 85 members, the
2007 girls' cross country team
upheld its 27th year of competitive
excellence. The girls continued
their undefeated dual meet streak
and regained the Conference title.
The team grew not only in size, but
also in spirit, sporting classy
dresses and spandex throughout
the halls of Westfield High School.
Year after year, the heart of the
team grows and girls are left
learning more about themselves
than the year before.
Rose Driscoll, Marissa Mumford
and Josie Reinhardt
Senior Tri-Captains

Caitlin Burke keeps herself in a winning state of mind as she
finishes the course.
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Top Row: Coach Hornish, Jenna Sharkey, Magaret Jacobi, Alexandra Frankel, Evan Hindes, Emma Shor, Abigail Kwok, Jordan Walker, Meghan Suriano, Alyssa Hatch, Emily Mack, Cassie
Charles, Coach Buccino; Fifth Row: Stephanie Skoller, Julia Harbaugh, Olivia Ryan, Katie Brennan, Amy Roggenburg, Sharon Faktor, Jenna Strauss, Megan Sharkey, Tara Culnan, Dana
Gottdiener, Mairead OBoyle, Sally Bregman; Fourth Row: Caitlin Storcks, Angela Tata, Megan Pullium, Caraugh Ball, Rebecca Castaldo, Katie Ramire, Samantha Kaufman, Rosa
Vasquez, Annie Peterson, Kathleen ODonnell-Pickert, Victoria Cheung, Elizabeth Kamel; Third Row: Catherine Davidson, Margot Tishberg, Hanna Berman, Colleen Smith, Amanda
Garfinkel, Moira Smith, Katie Taylor, Colleen Cleary, Tessa Bohman, Melissa Shulman, Natalie Di Francesco, Emily Tebbetts, Sara Birkenthal; Second Row: Sally Bregman, Aileen
Grogan, Bridget Grogan, Alexis Constantine, Chelsea Bryk, Casey Reimlinger, Elaheh Nozari, Jen Weidman, Keegan Wallace, Katie Kiefer, Elizabeth McCarthy, Marie Di lorio, Allison
Lowenstein; Bottom Row: Elizabeth Shannon, Jaclyn Kirna, Nina Brownstone, Marlee Austin, Josie Reinhardt, Marissa Mumford, Rose Driscoll, Dylan Wallace, Tessa Schaaf, Arielle
Wegbreit, Crista Ricci, Lindsay Tishberg, Caitlin Burke
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Senior Tri-Captain
Maresa Hughes

Senior Tri-Captain
Agustina Healy

Julia Murphy controls the ball and
moves it upfield.

Goalie Deb Siegel prepares for the
start of the game.

Julia Conroy goes for the steal.

Jen Brotman maneuvers
around the defense to set up the play.
A bove:

R ig h t : Kim Pulliam steals the ball from
the opposing team.
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Senior Tri-Captain
Kim Pulliam

Agustina Healy chops at the ball to keep the
opposition from getting a good shot.

Field Hockey

Keep Scooping
A lth ough this season w as not a victo rio u s
one, w e learned the true m eaning of w h at it
ta kes to be a team . W e cam e into this
season as the underdogs, losing both
va rsity co a ch e s and gaining a w h o le new
co ach ing staff. W hile w e d idn't end w ith a
w inning record, w e cam e out of this season
with m any of person al a cco m p lish m e n ts.
W e grew both on and off the field as a
team and really learned how to
co m m u n ica te w ith one another. S om e of
the m ost unfo rg e tta b le m o m e nts w ere not
the w ins, but the heart and a g g re ssio n we
put into every gam e and practice. T his
season w as full of pride, hardsh ips, victory,
d isa p p o in tm e n ts, but m ost of all laughter.
G ood luck next year, we w ill m iss you all!
A g u stin a H ealy, M arissa H ughes
and Kim Pulliam
S e nio r T ri-C a p ta in s

Alex Pecora shows her defensive ability by intercepting the
incoming shot.

B a c k R o w : Coach MacDonald, Alex Pecora, Kelly Irving, Nicole Spera, Kelsey Lee, Danielle Zamarelli, Julia Murphy, Deborah
Siegel, Coach Phelan; M id d le R o w : Jen Brotman, Kristen Koepfler, Jemma Urban, Julia Watkins, Ioanna Protogiannis; F r o n t
Amanda Lojo, Agustina Healy, Maresa Hughes, Kim Pulliam, Julia Conroy

R ow:
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Volleyball

Keep Spiking

A fte r a m onum ental 2006 season, the W H S
vo lleyb all team entered this ye a r at a
d isa dvan tag e. Losing five out of o ur six
starters due to g ra du ation, the e xp e cta tio n s of
o ur team w ere not as high as they had been
in p revio us years. T his draw b ack, though,
proved to be m inute, as w e co n tin u o u sly
played to g e th e r like a team w ith years of
expe rience. A g a in st all odds, w e found
ourse lve s in the sam e position as last year:
fig h tin g hard to m ake it to the U nion C o unty
T o u rn a m e n t Finals. A lth o u g h as the
und e rd o g s we w ere not able to d e fe a t No. 1
seed ed C ranford, the m ultiple upset victo rie s
we w on to get to th a t point co n trib u te d to our
"C in d e re lla Story" of a season. T he vo lle yb a ll
team 's a ch ie ve m e n ts this ye a r prove th a t w ith
the right attitu de and drive fo r success,
anything is possible, no m atter w h at barriers
m ay stand in the w ay.
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L a ryssa B o rkow sky and P aige R o udeb ush
S e n io r C o -C a p ta in s

The team assembles during a time-out to plan its strategy for the
upcoming points.

B a c k R o w : Coach Torok, Lisa Nehring, Caroline Fallon, Paige Roudebush, Katherine Payne, Jen Dilzell; F r o n t
Gaglioti, Jenelle Abbattista, Laryssa Borkowsky, Emma Partridge, Kim Townsend; M is s in g : Gabby Jakub
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R ow:

Olympia

Senior Co-Captain
Paige Roudebush

Paige Roudebush tosses the ball up and
prepares to serve.

Senior Co-Captain
Laryssa Borkowsky

Caroline Fallon follows through on her
hit.

Olympia Gaglioti prepares to send the
ball to the front row with a bump.

Jen Dilzell blocks the opponent's
attempt at a spike.

Laryssa Borkowsky sends the
ball over the net to begin a drill during
pre-game warm-ups.

A bove:

L e f t : Janelle Abbattista keeps her eye
on the ball as she serves to the
opposing team.
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Senior Co-Captain
Julia Valentin

Jenna Rodrigues soars through the air
during her floor exercise routine.

Gillian McGovern sits on the vault and
smiles for the camera.
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Claire Stevens-Haas masters the skill
of "giant."

Senior Co-Captain
Gillian McGovern

Olivia Dunham flies gracefully across the
floor during her routine.

Gymnastics

Keep Vaulting

HHHHI

This year the 2007 Gymnastics team
was bigger and better than ever! We
were assisted this year by Tamara
Yellen, an Edison Intermediate School
science teacher. Not only did we win the
Cougar and County Championship, but
we placed 2nd at Sectionals and 9th in
the state. And if this was not icing on the
cake, we also broke the long-standing
school team score record of 109.25 with
a 110.675. This season was not all
rainbows and sunshine though due to
the brief absence of our beloved coach,
Melissa, at a pivotal point in the season.
All in all, the team is doing nothing but
improving and next year promises to be
even better.
Julia Valentin and Gillian McGovern
Senior Co-Captains
Lacy Cummings strikes a pose at the end of her performance.
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Tamara Yellen, Natalie Golikov, Jenna Rodrigues, Kristina Chabrier, Kelsey Greenfield, Gillian McGovern, Coach Bryan;
Cara Martone, Claire Stevens-Haas, Lacy Cummings, Julia Valentin, Jamie Bornstein, Kelly Bohlinger, Olivia Dunham
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Bowling

Keep Striking

A lthough having lost thre e se n io r va rsity starters from
the previous season, o ur spirit w as not w e akene d.
T his year, w e knew that the team had the potentia l to
be ju st as good, if not better, than last year's talent.
The team had so m uch ta le n t th a t C oach T iro n e had
to e xp e rim e n t w ith a fe w d iffe re n t va rsity line ups
before finding the m ost e ffe ctive one. T his proved to
be true during the re m a in d e r of the season through
o ur pe rfo rm a n ce during to u rn a m e n t play and our first
place finish in the W a tch u n g C o n fe re nce. O ur
gre a te st a ch ievem ent, though, w as w inning our
G roup IV S tate C h a m p io n sh ip title w hich resulted in
W e stfield shattering tw o long standing records in the
S tate T o u rn a m e n t includ ing h ig hest team gam e and
highest team average. T he being said, co n trib u tin g to
the W e stfield High S chool B ow ling team has been a
fun, exciting, u n fo rgetta ble , and rew arding
expe rience. T he de p a rtin g se niors w ould like to w ish
next year's team the best of luck.
Eric C urialle and Brett E ttinger
S e nio r C o -C a p ta in s
Frank Carlone follows through on his release to give the ball
enough speed to make it quickly down the lane.

Back R ow:
F ro n t R o w :

Coach Mike Tirone, Jesse Embry, Colin Embry, Arley Rojas, Zach Rubin, Eric Curialle, Brian Dunn, Matthew Marcus;
Frank Carlone, Tom Hogaboom, Patrick Clancy, Brett Ettinger, Josh Ettinger, Kevin Murphy, Matt Catenacci
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Senior Co-Captain
Eric Curialle

Brian Dunn concentrates on making a
perfect roll.

Senior Co-Captain
Brett Ettinger

Zack Rubin keeps his eyes on the
pins as he aims his throw.

Matthew Marcus strikes a pose as the ball
leaves his hand.

A b o v e : Colin Embry concentrates hard
to get a spare on the infamous 7-10
split.

Josh Ettinger watches the ball
as it goes down the lane for a strike.
A bove:

L e f t : Patrick Clancy puts spin on the
ball as he goes to release.
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Senior Co-Captain
Elizabeth Hawkins

Meredith Smith practices one of her
swimming skills as she balances the cup
on her forehead while she swims using
the backstroke.

Olivia Scrofani does several warm
ups after she gets into the water.

Emily Budnick gets herself ready as
she practices for her turn in the
swimming competition.

Elaine Anderson receives help
stretching to get ready for her section
of the competition.
Captain Alexi Kuska listens for her cue
to jump into the water alongside her
teammates and her opponents.
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Senior Co-Captain
Alexi Kuska

Kate Heffernan prepares for the freestyle
portion of the meet.

Girls Swimming #gfe Keep Freestyling
The 2007-2008 season, led by new coach
and former WHS swimmer, Brooke Smith,
was the best ever. Despite losing a strong
senior class, the team's determination to win
another State Championship showed
everyday both in and out of the pool. This
season's success was defined by numerous
outstanding performances, including breaking
eight school records, defeating long time rival
Mount St. Mary's Academy and ending their
61-meet winning streak. We also won our
16th straight county championship, another
sectional championship, and concluded the
season with winning our 2nd straight State
Championship. The teams unity and
determination this season allowed us to
transcend any doubts that this would be a
rebuilding year.

The girls' swim team gathers around their coach to listen to
what Ms. Smith has to say to them after winning at the latest
competition.

Elizabeth Hawkins and Alexi Kuska
Senior Co-Captains

B a c k R o w : Abby Ryan, Bridget Grogan, Aileen Grogan, Alexi Kuska, Emme Smith (mascot), Elizabeth Hawkins, Lauren Sullivan,
Nicole Rosenberg, Alexis Constantine, Michelle Ball, Catherine Maguire; T h ir d R o w : Coach Brooke Smith, Annie O'Neill, Meredith
Smith, Emily Budnick, Lindsay Anderson, Melissa Crosta, Elaine Anderson, Alice Li, Stephanie Albright, Kyle Higgins, Melinda
Jiminez (manager); S e c o n d R o w : Megan Boersig, Kelsey Wilson, Lauren Hughes, Braedan Mudd, Suzanne Lemberg, Charlotte
Murtishaw, Anne Maguire, Kylie Bangs, Leslie Holt; F r o n t R o w : Julia Harbaugh, Cathryn Winchester, Erin Cahill, Becky
DeLaFuente, Megan Hoermer, Olivia Scrofani, Margaux Fleschler, Ally Rose, Amanda Adsit, Megan Kaveney.
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Boys Swimming
T he 200 7 -2 0 0 8 sw im season w a s ce rta in ly one to
be rem em bered. A fte r a stu n n in g victo ry ove r rival
B rid g e w a te r-R a rita n early in the season, it w as
a p p a re n t th a t tre m e n d o u s th in g s w ere to follow .
G oing into the state to u rn a m e n t, the team w as 9-2
w ith m ajor victo rie s o ve r B rid gew ate r, H illsborough,
and S cotch Plains. T he team w e nt on to win its
54th cou n ty title in the m eet's 5 7 -ye a r history. From
there, m om e ntu m built as the Blue Devils
p rogressed thro ugh the state to u rnam ent. T hey
team crushed B rid g e w a te r-R a rita n 109-61 to win its
second straight section al title. A rrivin g at the state
finals, W e stfie ld w as a hea vy underdog to d e fend ing
S tate C h am p ion C h erry Hill W est. T he team pulled
together, how ever, and p o w e r pointed the highest
total in team history to win 91-79; W e stfie ld received
its 21st state cha m p io n sh ip . The team fin ish e d with
a record of 14-2, earning county, section al, and
state titles. T his w as tru ly a special seaso n th a t will
be rem e m be re d as one of the g re a te st in W e stfield
High S chool history.
M att B lutfield, M att G reen, M att H addad, and Jon
Holt
S e n io r C o -C a p ta in s

Mike Kane competes in the freestyle portion of the meet.

/

B a c k R o w : Matt Green, Alex Greenspan, Jon Holt, Mike Rediker, Matt Blutfield, Matt Haddad, Matt Gelmetti, Luke Granstrand, Mike
Kane, Josh David; T h ir d R o w : Jake Lang, Evan Paulan, Matt Morgan, Justin Lo, Pat Fringer, Chris DeLaFuente, Max Blum, Richard
Polini, Chris Joyce, Coach Jeff Knight; S e c o n d R o w : Mike Oster, Andrew Cordeiro, Yixiao Wang, Trent Gabriel, Kevin Ramos, Matt
Meserole, Ryan Gradel, James Kazazis; F r o n t R o w : John Taylor, Larry Zhang, Mike Blutfield, Sean Clark, Jack Lorentzen, Nick
Boyle, Matt Cifelli, Adam Metz.
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Senior Co-Captain
Matt Blutfield

Senior Co-Captain
Matt Green

Andrew Cordeiro turns his head to get a
breath in between strokes.

Senior Co-Captain
Matt Haddad

Matt Morgan surfaces after the initial
dive into the pool and begins
swimming.

Senior Co-Captain
Jon Holt

Luke Granstrand swims down the lane
using the backstroke.

Coach Knight gives a pep talk to the
team before the start of the swim meet.

Pat Fringer comes up for air
while using the breaststroke.
A bove:

L e f t : Matt Green prepares to dive into
the pool at the meet's start.
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Gabrielle O'Leary
Senior Co-Captain

Gabrielle O'Leary dribbles down the court
past defenders.

Cyndil Matthew concentrates as the
team prepares it's next play.

Coach Marino diagrams a play during
the last few seconds of the first half.

A b o v e : The crowd shows its support for
the girls' basketball team at a home
game.
R ig h t : Tara Handza controls the pace
of the offense as they advance down
the court.
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Erin Miller
Senior Co-Captain

Erin Miller gets into the lane for a quick shot
at the basket.

Girls Basketball

Keep Shooting
The Westfield Girls Basketball team made
history this season. Many successful wins
and hardworking practices earned us the
second seed in our Union County
Tournament. After defeating our number one
rival, Scotch Plains, in the semi-finals of the
tournament, we battled against Elizabeth for
the number one spot. Coming out victorious,
it was not only an incredible accomplishment
but the first time in school history we won a
county championship. As Coach Joe Marino
would say, “We've reached the top of the
mountain, and now we can enjoy the view."
Following the Union County Finals, we were
seeded sixth in the NJSIAA Group 4
tournament but lost in a battle against
Watchung Hills. Overall, it was great to have
a steady diet of competitive teams in our
bracket because it only made us stronger.
We finished with a respectful record of 17-7.

Coach Marino huddles with the team to diagram the next play.

Erin Miller and Gabrielle O'Leary
Senior Co-Captains

B a c k R o w : Coach Allen, Gabrielle O'Leary, Erin Miller, Sara Nelson, Anne Knisely, Charlotte O'Leary, Coach Marino; M id d le
Tara Handza, Maria Niemiera, Nikki Aronson, Keri Pringle; F r o n t R o w : Cyndil Matthew, Amanda Markowski, Katie Ponce.

R ow:
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Keep Scoring

Boys Basketball
The varsity boys basketball team's season
started with a great sense of optimism and
new life. With the graduation of four key
seniors last year, this year's team was full of
new faces and talents. In a whirlwind of a
season, the team tasted both the sweet
sense of victory and the bitter bite of defeat.
No matter what the result was, each player
always played with tremendous heart and
passion. The season was one to remember
and the lessons learned will benefit the team
in the future. Luckily, the team will be
returning all but one player for a successful
season next year.
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Manny Mills, Chris Sheehan,
Mike Lessner, and Tony Dilorio
Co-Captains

Tony Dilorio grabs the rebound while Pat Sabatino boxes out his
opponent.
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B a c k R o w : Coach Kevin Everly, Chris Sheehan, Joe Kopser, Pat Gray, Tony Di lorio, Josh Solomon;
Mike Lessner, Manny Mills, Kevin Machlowitz, Ryan Hess, David Pusar.
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F ro n t R o w :

Hugo Nolasco,

Co-Captain
Tony Dilorio

Co-Captain
Michael Lessner

Joe Kopser keeps his eyes on his mark as
he prepares to intercept a pass.

Co-Captain
Manny Mills

Mike Lessner passes the ball to his
teammate.

Co-Captain
Chris Sheehan

The team rallies around Coach Everly
during a timeout.

Dave Pusar watches the ball as he
keeps track of the opposing guard.

Pat Gray maneuvers into
position for a lay-up.

A bove:

L e f t : Chris Sheehan drives around his
opponent in an attempt to reach the
basket.
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John Barnes
Senior Co-Captain

Pat Younger prepares to attempt an
escape from his opponents' grasp for
points.

Nick DeFreitas gets checked out by
the trainer after a hard-fought
victory.

A b o v e : Christian Barber ties up his
opponent in an attempt to score points.

F lig h t: Matt Shaffer stands proud after
an awesome victory.
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Matt Shaffer
Senior Co-Captain

The wrestlers for the next match are
announced during a competition at WHS.

Keep Pinning
The theme of this year's season was "build."
Our goal entering the year was to build off of
last year's success, so that we could be
competitors this year. Our practice style was
built around great off-season conditioning,
excellent coaching and a will to win. Our hard
work paid off with big wins over Cranford,
Union, and Irvington. This year we found our
strength in the underclassmen and hope that
this year allowed time to create chemistry
needed to build a stronger team next year.
Next year's success will be determined by how
hard we work in the weight room, our mind-set
going into next season, and the will to never
give up.
Josh Gribbin and Matt Shaffer
Senior Co-Captains

Coach Kurz and members of the team celebrate one of their
wrestlers' achieving a victory via pinfall.
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Coach Glen Kurz, Erik Gozdieski, Pat Younger, Wendel Hammond, Josh Gribbin, Zach Frantz, Chris Tomasso, Bill Kim;
Ege Tuncel, Jay Yingling, Ryan Jennings, Eric Mandelblatt, Brian Henry, Kyle Saggio, Matt Shaffer; F r o n t R o w : Dan
Tivenan, Joe Panarese, Nick DeFreitas, Christian Barber, Scott Thien
B ack R o w :

M id d le R o w :
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Keep Sprinting

Winter Track
As the postal workers of track and field, we
were ready to rage war on winter. Some may
think it's crazy to voluntarily go out for this
team in the brutal ice cold weather, but it
was all worth it.
Lots of talent was brought to this season. We
all worked extremely hard as a team and it
definitely paid off and showed. A couple of
school records were broken and we
improved overall in everything, such as
counties. We could not be prouder of our
enthusiastic teammates with whom we will
miss listening to the "Wu Fang Clan."
Brittany Van Sickle, Christina Obiajulu, and
Rose Driscoll
Senior Tri-Captains

Christina Obiajulu and her teammates prepare for their next run.
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B a c k R o w : Alexis Murphy, Kelly Irving, Katie Taylor, Daniella Ciampa, Jen Porch, Megan Ramage, Lisa Nehring, Tessa Schaaf, Crista Ricci, Ashley Edwards,
Melissa Shulman, Casey Reimlinger, Grace Mackenzie, Emily Mack, Astrid Adriaens, Kelsey Lee, Jill Pate, Margot Tishberg; T h ird R o w : Asst. Coach Bill Mellott,
Asst. Coach Greg Gorski, Emily Harris, Sirena VanEpp, Sarah Morasso, Liz Shannon, Rachel McGovern, Daryl Garfinkel, Amanda Garfinkel, Caitlin Coleman,
Shannon Murray, Lindsay Tishberg, Becky Castaldo, Dylan Wallace, Annie Peterson, Liz Dennerlein, Abbie Kwok, Head Coach Jen Buccino; S e c o n d R o w : Amelia
Morabito, Megan Pulliam, Katherine McKinley, Janya Tagat, Jaclyn Kirna, Maggie Jacobi, Elaina Kujawski, Emily Goodman, Lauren Posluszny, Natalie DiFrancesco.
Liz Kamel, Claire Stevens-Haas, Alyssa Hatch, Samantha Kaufman, Alison Birnbaum, Tierny Cummings, Lauren Corcoran; F ro n t R o w : Alii Lowenstein, Paige
Alvarez, Stephanie Kuntz, Lia Fagan, Shannon Mooney, Co-Captain Rose Driscoll, Co-Captain Brittany VanSickle, Diana Mason, Cassie Charles, Maggie Gaskill,
Julia Valentin, Arielle Wegbreit; M is s in g : Co-Captain Christina Obiajulu.
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Back R ow : Gus Gibbons, Nick Roudebush, Tyler Mase, Thomas Adriaens, Paul Waksman, Mitch Mahar, Mike Kelley, Dennis Bartsch, Scott Perry, Mike Fietkiewicz,
Tianyou Xu, Kevin Paul, Dave Ortuso, Adam Bergo, Josh Einbinder, David Ballan, Ian Mackenzie, Connor Shields, Eric Rackear; T h ird R o w : Coach Tafelski, Connor
Walters, Peter Granstrand, Coach Martin, Mike Forgash, Bryan Reilly, Conor Loughlin, Joey Martoglio, Eric Hagstrom, Mike Tormey, Chris Latimer, Brendan
Berkowitz, Alec Friedlander, Sam Waxtel, Andrew Calvaruso, Alex Tarlow, Dave Fishman, Will Cronen, Julian Applebaum, Todd Saunders, Andrew Flood, Kevin
Kessler, Nick Polak, Donny de Rojas, Dominick Molinari, Coach Mellott, Jon Chironna, Tim Woods, Coach Gorski; S e c o n d R o w : Danny Markowski, Connor Slifer,
Ashtyn Chen, Evan Friedman, Ryan Scrudato, Alex Furlong, Alex Dumont, Mitch Young, John McGrory, Ross Tucker, Justin Erickson, Dillon Smith, Justin White,
John Randazzo, Dan Morse, Kevin Yang, Josh Firestone, Andrew Gates, Nick Chopey, Zach Helfand, Alex Jedruszczak, Gustav Danielsson, Eric Rachman, Patrick
Conlon; F ro n t R o w : Josh Mazen, Sam Tooley, Andrew Marra, Zach Lizmi, Craig Cognetti, Wade Preston, Beau Preston, Nate Suri, Henry Zhang, Ethan Barnes,
Bobby Angus, Dave Babetski, Ben Fine, Kiran Patankar, Andrew Weiss, Mike Mathews, Nick Chapel, Tianzuo Xu, Adam Ross, Matt Stierhoff, Andrew Kirna, Neil
Fitzpatrick.
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Senior Co-Captain
James Bender

Goalie Caitlin Whitlock gets in position to
make a save.

Joe Kramkowski moves in for a shot on
goal.
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Senior Co-Captain
Craig Esposito

The Blue Devils change lines during
a stoppage in play.

Assistant Captain
Evan Einstein

Jimmy Bender advances the puck up the ice

Ice Hockey

Keep Skating
The 2007-2008 ice hockey season was a year of
milestones for Westfield High School. First and
foremost, the team posted an impressive 14-122 record and advanced to the second round of
the Public A State Tournament after their defeat
of South Brunswick in the first round by a score
of 4-1. This marked one of the best years in the
teams history. Both Jimmy Bender and Craig
Esposito topped the one-hundred career points
plateau during the season. The Blue Devils also
made it to the championship of the Cron
Tournament for the first time in school history.
For the nine seniors, including four-year team
manager Ariel Mone, the times spent both on
and off the ice as a part of the Westfield High
School Ice Hockey Team will be memories that
will never be forgotten.
Thanks for a great year!
Jimmy Bender, Craig Esposito and Evan
Einstein
Tri-Captains

Pat Tresnan waits for the referee to drop the puck for the
opening face-off.

Back R o w : Assistant Coach Bob Richie, Dan Reyman, Andrew Cunningham, Mike Foley, Zander Maslow, Phil Cohn, Joe
Kramkowski, Matt Wronski, Henry O'Brien, Charles Meyer, Assistant Coach George Giresi; F r o n t R o w : Caitlin Whitlock, Alex Falk,
Anthony Szwarc, James Bender, Craig Esposito, Evan Einstein, Nick Attanasio, Pat Tresnan, Matt Fritz, Head Coach Dennis
Doherty; M is s in g : Dylan Moran.
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Girls Lacrosse

Keep Scooping

The 2008 lacrosse season was a
great success. Despite losing 8
seniors to graduation, the girls really
stepped it up and worked well
together as a team. Westfield's
schedule required a committed effort.
The girls pushed themselves and
worked their hardest throughout the
practices, carrying the momentum
over to the games. Our program will
continue to excel in years to come.
Michelle Zaffuto, Rachel lannazzone,
and Claire Bennett
Senior Tri-Captains

The difference between victory and defeat is often a matter of
beating your opponent to the loose ball.

Liz McCarthy looks for an opening in
the defense.
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Goalie Michelle Zaffuto starts the
transition from defense to offense with
a pass upfield.

The Blue Devils take the field at the start of a
game.

Senior Tri-Captain
Claire Bennett

The middle of the lacrosse field is often a
hectic place as players battle for possession.

Senior Tri-Captain
Rachel lannazzone

Alii MacDonald runs the ball down
he field.

Senior Tri-Captain
Michelle Zaffuto

Jess Campo looks upfield to send a pass
ahead.
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Tri-Captain
Harry Bernstein

Steve Koepfler gets ready to show an
attackman who's boss.

Tri-Captain
Andrew Rosenberg

Andrew Arnold removes the ball
from his opponent's stick.

Sean Scrudato fiercely attacks
Randolphs defense to put one in the
back of the net.

A b o v e : Coach Silbergeld leads his
team into battle.

R ig h t : Harry Bernstein demonstrates
his team playing ability by racking up
another assist.
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Tri-Captain
Kyle Wright

Kyle Wright positions himself to make the
save.

Boys Lacrosse

Keep Checking
Throughout the season the Blue Devils
Boys Lacrosse team preached family,
and that is exactly what we became
over the length of the season. From the
treacherous pre-season runs with our
marine coach, to overcoming times
when we were down, hurt, or struggling
in game situations, the members of this
team were dedicated and disciplined to
succeed and achieve team unity.

Harry Bernstein, Andrew Rosenberg,
& Kyle Wright
Tri-Captains

The Blue Devils gather before the game to discuss their
strategy and get hyped up.

Dan Ramalho avoids his opponent as he
continues to carry the lacrosse ball to try
and make a goal.

Alex Debbie gets ready to catch the
lacrosse ball that is being passed to him
by one of his team members.

Andrew Rosenberg gets ready to rifle a
ball past the goalie.
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Softball

Keep Batting

Softball has taught us what it means to be
team players who give all that they have in
order to achieve a common goal. Through
hard work, dedication, and determination we
have not only defeated our competitors but
overcome our personal weaknesses.
Softball has made us better athletes as well
as stronger individuals. Bruised knees,
unpredictable weather, long bus rides and
equipment closet mishaps have created
memories that will stay with us forever.
These memories, which we share with our
teammates, have intensified our love of the
game. We will always remember our
teammates for they are softball.
Alex Pecora & Erin Scialabba
Senior Co-Captains

Meg Boersig reaches to catch a line drive.

Katie Abruzzo crosses home plate,
scoring a run for the Blue Devils.
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Kim Townsend digs in at the batter's box
and awaits the next pitch.

Erin Scialabba shouts encouragement
to the pitcher at inning's start.

Senior Co-Captain
Alex P e c o r a

Katie Kiefer helps control the action by
signaling where the next pitch should go.

Alex Pecora lays a perfect bunt
down the first base line.

S e n io r C o -C a p ta in
E rin S c ia la b b a

Ariel Gale prepare to field a ground ball,
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Senior Tri-Captain
Justin Olsen

Ryan Scanlon prepares to throw a wicked
curveball.

S e n io r T ri-C a p ta in
E va n S h a p iro

Evan Einstein digs in and awaits the
first pitch.

Justin Olsen waits for the strike-out
pitch.

A b o v e : Coach Brewster shouts
encouragement to the upcoming batter.

R ig h t : Mike Cappiello looks at the
coach for a signal.

Senior Tri-Captain
Joe Vall-Llobera

The scoreboard shows the Blue Devils
jumping out to an early lead.

Keep Swinging
Two years ago, the Westfield Varsity
Baseball team dominated the county,
taking home the county championship.
The team graduated a roster full of seniors
and no one really knew what to expect of
the years to follow. Despite lower
expectations and younger talent, the
baseball team went 16-10 making it to the
State Sectional Finals where the run was
cut short by Edison. This year, Westfield
returns a roster stacked with seniors
accompanied by great underclassmen
talent. There is no doubt they are eager to
get back to the state finals, and also make
up for last year by coming out as state
champs.
Justin Olsen, Evan Shapiro
and Joe Vall-Llobera
Senior Tri-Captains
Evan Shapiro fields a ground ball.

Third baseman Matt Isabella gets control of the
ball before throwing to first for an out.

Mark Melino scoops up a grounder
to warm-up between innings.

Mike Melillo keeps his eye on the
ball as the pitcher gets set to
deliver.
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Spring Track # # Keep Hurdling
Calling 100 other girls your teammates after
a few short months is a hard task. But even
harder is forming one solid unit to cover an
array of events. It is a task the girls spring
track & field team faces and accomplishes
each year. A rich tradition of runners,
throwers, and jumpers make up one team,
which becomes one of the top teams in
Union County each year. This competitive
excellence and drive brings girls back each
year ready to run fast, throw far, and jump
to new heights! We're looking forward to an
incredible season this year. Say good-bye
to the old records, because the 2008 Girls
Track and Field team is trained and ready.
Lauren Brachman, Rose Driscoll,
and Tessa Schaaf
Senior Tri-Captains

The Blue Devils start their run as the signal is given.
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Josh David follows through on his discus throw to get the
maximum distance.

Jessica Harris lands her long jump, hoping
to get a good distance to earn her team a
good amount of points.

Karsten Barabas follows through on
his javelin throw in his section of
track and field.

Shannon Murray runs around the track as
she listens for instruction from her coach.

Andrew Weiss runs down the track in
preparation for his pole vault.

Adam Bergo keeps his
momentum going between hurdles.

A bove:

L e f t : Nick Defreitas runs as fast as he
can to finish the race for the Westfield
track team.
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Senior Co-Captain
Evan Eisenberg

Scott Bernstein puts the ball into play
during warm-ups.

Senior Co-Captain
Ravi Netravali

Coaches Knight and Kapner keep
track of their players' performances
during practice.

Senior Co-Captain
Kevin Shallcross

Adam Reich uses a two-handed backhand to
keep the ball in play.

Evan Eisenberg returns his opponents'
serve.

Matt Gralla strikes an opponent's
return.

Justin Snyder follows through on his swing.
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The 2007 Varsity Boys tennis team had an
unprecedented season. The team finished
the season with 30 wins and 0 losses, a
record never seen in WHS history. Also, the
team captured the Westfield Invitational, the
Watchung Conference Championships, the
County Title, the Delbarton Tournament, the
Newark Academy Tournament, the Sectional
tournament, Group IV State Tournament,
and Tournament of Champions. This was
only the fourth time that WHS tennis seized
a state title. Also, it was the first time the
team has ever won the Newark Academy
Invitational. Returning key players from the
'07 state championship team, Westfield
tennis looks towards further success in '08
and years to come.
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James Chu gets set to return the opponents' slice.

Dean Thompson hits a forehand to
return the serve.

Evan Eisenberg, Ravi Netravali,
and Kevin Shallcross
Senior Co-Captains

Greg Luppescu keeps his eye on the ball
during a rally.

Melvin Diep lines up a topspin forehand,
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WHS Golf

Keep Putting

The 2007 Varsity Golf team was filled with a lot
of unexpected success. The team finished
second in both the Watchung Conference and
Union County tournaments. In addition, they
won the Group IV Sectional Tournament which
earned them a bid to the 2007 Tournament of
Champions. The team finished their season
placing thirteenth in the TOC, ranking them
among the top teams in New Jersey. The 2008
season however should be a different story.
With improved returnees and outstanding new
additions to the already accomplished 2007
team, the 2008 team has high expectations. CoCaptains Danny Liebowitz and Nick Li Volsi will
be accompanied by Junior Dave Pusar and
newcomer freshman Sean Elliot as they attempt
to improve upon last year's accomplishments
and set their sights on the TOC title.
Nick Li Volsi & Danny Liebowitz
Senior Co-Captains

Dave Pusar prepares to tee-off to start his round.
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David Athenson goes for a birdie after a nice approach shot.

Mike Fitzpatrick takes the slope in to consideration for his next
shot.

Senior Co-Captain
Nick Li Volsi

Patrick Clancy thinks about which wedge he should use.

Senior Co-Captain
Danny Liebowitz

Mike Irving watches his putt glide into the hole.

Coach Turnbull talks about the outstanding performance of the team
at a recent match.

Kevin Russell hones his putting
game on the practice green
before setting off for the first
hole.
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EXTRACURRICULAR
Socializing and friendships are more important to the high
school experience than all the tests, quizzes, papers, and
homework. We need to have the time and the ability to
explore our passions and hobbies outside of school, a
chance to develop skills outside of academic boundaries.
Through clubs, students with a variety of interests find
themselves drawn together outside of the school
environment to explore and pursue interests, and create
friendships. During four years that grow increasingly
difficult and important in workload, the escape of
extracurriculars allows us to remember, if just for a little
while, that we're still growing up, and that we're never too
old or too serious to still have some fun.
Allison Jakobovic

Extracurricular
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Academic Challenge Team

Anime Club

Asian Awareness Club
210 Extracurricular

Class of 2008 Officers

Class of 2009 Officers

Extracurricular
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Community Service Club

Math League

Future Business Leaders of America
212 Extracurricular

Liam's Room Foundation

French Club

Key Club
Extracurricular

213

Drama Club

Music Service Club

Young Republicans
214 Extracurricular

Latin Club

Rotary Interact

Junior Optimist Club
Extracurricular

215

Italian Club

Westfield-Plainfield Connection
216 Extracurricular

Young Democrats Club

Dance Team

Table Tennis Club
Extracurricular

217

Stage Design Club

Spanish Club

Science Olympiad
218 Extracurricular

Student Council

Westfield Ultimate

Health Club
Extracurricular
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Kids on the Block

220 Extracurricular

Extracurricular
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Model United Nations
A t the H e rshe y C o n fe re n ce C e n te r in
H ershey, PA, the sm ell of ch o co la te
filled the air, and the b rig h tly colored
roller co a ste rs of H e rsh e y P ark w e re a
te m p tin g distra ctio n fo r the 119 W H S
stu d e n ts d e b ating fo r thre e days
straight. T he W H S dele g a tio n left w ith
15 aw ards, 6 re p re se n ta tive s to the
C o n fe re n ce of N ational A ffairs, 1
S u p e rio r C o u n try and 17 of 45 O ffice r
po sitio n s fo r next ye a r's conference .
O ur ow n D aniel M orse w a s even
electe d as S e cre ta ry G eneral, the
stu d e n t le a d e r of the entire co n fe re n ce
fo r next year. T he W H S M UN program
ju s t keeps getting better; w e'll ju s t have
to see w h at's in store fo r next year.

Winners for Best Position Paper and
Best Brief: Danielle Fields, Jen
Weidman, Julia Burns, Lauren
Brachman, Amanda Garfinkel and
Kristen Boersig.

First year delegate award winners:
Dan Krack, Charles Cary, Meghan
Sullivan, and Ross Kettleson.

R ig h t : The Officers
for the 2007-2008
Model U.N.
Conference.

L e f t : Winners for
Premier Diplomat:
Corey Wisler, Pratik
Mehta, Sarah
Birkenthal, Ross
Tucker, and Ravi
Tamboli.

L e f t : The Officers for the 2008-2009
Model U.N. Conference.
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A b o v e : The entire Model U.N.
delegation gathers for a group photo.

Transition Project
Spencer Kimmins listens as the
freshmen in his group discuss the
difference each person can make.

Dan Morse prepares to pose a
question to his freshmen.

T he tra n sitio n from big eighth g ra d e r to
being the low ly ninth gra d e r is not an
easy one. The fre sh m e n e n ter the
unknow n w orld of W H S w ith fe a r and
uncertainty. T he m ain goal of the
T ra n sitio n P roject is to a lleviate the
stress of com ing to W H S and en co u ra g e
group m em b ers to bond th ro ugh a
m yriad of activities. T he upp e rcla ssm e n
m entors lead d iscu ssio n s on to p ics like
body im age and bullying, enco u ra g in g
active group p a rticip ation. By the tim e
the tra n sitio n project is over, fresh m en
are co m p le te ly ready to face th e ir next
thre e ye a rs of high school. W ho know s,
m aybe they w ill be tra n sitio n leaders
th e m se lve s one year.

L e f t : Juliette Diaz
and Charlotte
Lorentzen exchange
their views on
getting used to a
new environment.

kWSTiM

R ig h t : Maddy
Archambault, Abby
Flaherty, and
Kristen Zellner wait
for the session to
commence.
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Above: Members of the junior team
huddle to discuss the tactics for
their next play.

Below: The student coaches give
words of advice from the sidelines.

Above left: Mike Eilbacher and Yixiao Wang practice before their
performance the night of the bonfire.

Above right: Matt Gralla throws shirts to lucky members of the crowd
during halftime of the Powder Puff game.
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Above: Members of the Spanish club march
in the Homecoming parade.

Right: The colorguard leads the marching
band down the street as they start to do one
of their parade routines.
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Homecoming
A h a lf-da y of schoo l put e ve ryo n e in a
good m ood and created a great
a tm o sp h e re fo r a busy day. B e gin ning in
the ce n te r of tow n, the W H S M arching
B and led a colorful parade to K e hle r
S tadium . O nce at the stadiu m , cla ss spirit
w as at an all-tim e high w ith the P o w de r
Puff fo o tb a ll gam e. S e nio rs vs. ju n io rs:
w o uld the cla ss of 2009 upset the class of
2008 as the c u rre n t se niors had the ye a r
before? The se n io r cla ss of 2008 w on, the
first class since 2003 to leave W H S w ith a
2-0 record. Later th a t evening, h u n dreds of
stu d e n ts ga th e re d behind Edison
In te rm e d ia te S chool for a huge bonfire.
T essa S ch aaf and Jon Holt, a w e ll-kno w n
se n io r couple, w ere cro w n e d H o m eco m ing
King and Q ueen. T he night ended on a
high note, spen t keeping w a rm and m aking
m em o ries to last.

Above: Homecoming King and Queen Jon Holt and Tessa Schaaf
pose for a picture.
Counter-clockwise from left:
Breaking down the field after a
reception; the senior girls'
team poses for a picture after
winning; Senior football team
captains applaud the efforts of
both teams in the Powder Puff
game; the marching band
leads the parade towards
Kehler Stadium.
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Folio
Nothing to do on a Friday night? Craving some
culture? Luckily, the students of WHS need look
no further than the spacious confines of our very
own Cafeteria B for the cultural extravaganza
that is Folio Coffeehouse. In addition to the
coveted free coffee, the monthly Folio
Coffeehouses offer musical performances,
poetry readings, skits and even the appearance
of an occasional teacher act. Proceeds from
each coffeehouse help fund the Folio Literary
Magazine, published at the end of each school
year. The magazine, which is edited and
compiled by the Folio Club staff, features short
stories, poems, essays and photography, all
created by WHS students. Folio continues to
support and promote the creative endeavors of
all WHS students, no matter the medium.
Sydney Hopen reads some of her beautiful poetry
to the crowd at a coffeehouse.

Clockwise from far left:
Vince Fitzpatrick tells a joke
to the audience; Mr.
Silbergeld talks into the
microphone like he talks to
his class; Scott Nisley plays
a beautiful heartfelt song on
the electric keyboard;
students relax and have
some fun between acts at a
Folio coffeehouse.

Clockwise from above: Marlena Cortese reads a
passage for folio; folio-goers are awestruck as they
watch a performance; Jackson Browning plays the
drums for his band; Ryan Rocha wows the crowd with
his singing talent; Sam Crossland rocks out on his
guitar like a true rock star.
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The Crucible
"I say - 1say - God is dead!" A town filled with
hysteria shrieks as John Proctor cries out for
justice and loses his faith all in one breath.
Arthur Miller's words take us into a world of
intolerance for your fellow man, where state
and church are one and the same.
Righteousness is struck down by the
manipulation of religion and one point of your
neighbor's finger can lead you to the noose.
This is not a ghost story: this play embodies
historical events in both a factual and an
allegorical sense.
TheCrucible is much more
than a metaphor for the McCarthy trials. It is a
play that makes the audience stand back,
look at themselves and others, and realize,
"Cleave to no faith when faith brings blood."
Michael Tannenbaum
Right: Erin S cia la b b a (A bigail) talks to M ike T a n n e n b a u m
(P roctor).
Below: T he entire cast of T he C rucible poses fo r a picture.
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Clockwise from left:
B o bby O 'R o u rke pleads
th a t the trial not contin ue;
M elan ie Ja ckson and
Kate D ouglas talk; Becca
R om ano and David
K a bakow w atch the action
unfold across the stage.

A b ove :

Nick Brennan threatens James Seip and Max Lazar.

Kate Douglas and Mike Tannenbaum reassure each
other that it will be OK in the end.
R ight:

B e low Left:

Ross Pohling as Giles Corey cries for justice.

Billy Geltzeiler, Chris Mench and Bobby
O'Rourke listen to both sides of the case.
B e lo w R ight:

Extracurricular
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A b o v e : The

brass section performs a musical selection as a
part of the jazz band's repertoire.

A b o v e r ig h t :

Max Lazar sings a solo during the choir's concert.

Counter-clockwise from above: T he Jazz B and in its
entirety; c la rin e t players M iles Hsu, C h ristin e C lark, and
Sue X iao from W ind E n sem b le perform a piece; the
C o n ce rt and S ym p h o n ic B ands play to g e th e r; the
co n ce rt ch o ir perform s, sin gin g m usic th a t bring s spirit
to the h olid ay season.
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Winter Concert
"The best n o u rish m e n t fo r yo u r ripe m usical m ind,"
a ccording to B e ethoven, is H a ndel's renow ned m usic,
e sp e cia lly his fa m o u s piece "Judas M accabe us." The
m usic from this o ra torio w as p e rform ed b e a u tifu lly by both
the C o n ce rt C h oir and the C h a m b e r O rche stra. T o
co m p le te the w o n d e rfu l p e rform an ce, the ch o ir also sang
tra d itio n a l C h ristm a s and H anukkah m usic in five diffe re n t
langua ges: E nglish, S panish, G erm an, H e b re w and Latin.
This year, o ur m usic stu d e n ts w o rke d really hard in
p repa ratio n fo r the h olid ay co n ce rts and in the end all
th e ir hard w o rk paid off, fo r th e y p e rform ed eye-catching,
m a g n ifice n t p e rform an ces.

The saxophones in the jazz band perform one
of their pieces.
A bove:

B e lo w : Chris Salemme concentrates on playing the
violin as he pays attention to the conductor.

A bove:

Ben Baron from the Wind Ensemble plays with the orchestra.

B e lo w R ig h t :
B e lo w L e f t :

Members of the choir accompany the orchestra.

Mia Pafumi sings her solo accompanied by the chorus.

Extracurricular
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Members of the cast and crew pose for a
shot before the show; Pami Marks is ready to sail; Billy Geltzeiler
(Whitney), Garrett Verdone (sailor), Greg Nelson (Evelyn), and
crew members Meredith Rivera and Kate Douglas get ready for
a show; Melanie Jackson shines as nightclub singer Reno
Sweeney.
C lockw ise from top:

Clockwise from right:
P eter S urace (C rocker)
and R achel F riedm an get
ready; E m m a S m elkinso n
and A d am Z iering are
w e lc o m e d abo ard!; A ye
aye! B o bby O 'R o u rke and
M ike T a n n e n b a u m set
sail as the ship's C a pta in
and Purser.
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Anything Goes
This spring, the talented students of the WHS
drama department performed the 1930s musical
comedy A n y th in g G o e s by Cole Porter. Set
aboard an ocean liner traveling from New York to
London, A n y th in g G o e s is the story of Billy
Crocker, who stows away on the S.S. A m e ric a n
in the hopes of winning over Hope Harcourt, the
American debutante with whom he's in love...and
who is engaged to a wealthy Englishman. Also
onboard are a nightclub singer, Billy's boss, a
second-rate gangster and his floozy sidekick.
With all these characters on board a single ship,
hilarity is inevitable.
Overflowing with spontaneous musical numbers,
endless jokes and show-stopping dance routines,
A n y th in g G o e s stands as a perfect representation
of the great and varied talents of the WHS
student body.

Left: M ia P afum i (B onnie) and Sam A vis g ea r up fo r the final
pe rfo rm a n ce .
Below: T he cast e xh ila ra tin g ly strikes a pose in the last
m usical num ber.
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Art Show
In the spring, as the school year begins to wind down and smoothies from the cafeteria pop
up like crocuses and daffodils, the gym becomes transformed from a haven for badminton
enthusiasts to WHS1own art gallery. The art show, featuring work from throughout the
school district, is the culmination of a year of artistic fervor in the second-floor classrooms
that smell of paint and play music on the stereo. In this comfortable atmosphere, students
paint, papier-mache, photograph, and even create art through verbs that don't start with the
letter "P": they sculpt, draw and use computer programs. And the end results are always
beautiful and creative.
With the artistic geniuses of the school so well-cocooned, however, the rest of the students
are not always aware of the brilliance our classmates possess. The art show is an
opportunity for the greater Westfield community to observe and appreciate the fine talents of
so many students.

Clockwise from above: Mr. Stumbers and his students take a trip down to the
art show; Ioanna Protogiannis and Carolyn Raphael show off the outfit they
designed; Mr. Chambers takes in the vast collection of artwork on display.
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National Honor Society
T

National Honor Society Officers Ian Devaney (Secretary),
Will Eisenberg (Vice President), Pratik Mehta (President),
and Jon Holt (Treasurer) with adviser Mr. Jacobsen.

During the spring of junior and senior years,
the students who have exceeded
expectations and shone are nominated for
membership and recognized for both their
services to the school and to the community
as a whole in the WHS branch of the National
Honor Society, where they are provided with
further opportunities to excel and to aid the
community. This year, NHS raised money to
offset the cost of a serious operation for a
WHS alum. Students set up for school
events, act as tour guides for incoming
freshman, help out in the community as
tutors, and further exemplify what makes the
WHS student body great.

A b o v e : Students meet up after
the ceremony.
B e lo w : Ian Schwartz plays the
trumpet for the audience.
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Student Council
Student Council provides the students with an opportunity to
take a hands-on role in how the school is run. An example of
democracy at its finest and most true, the Council represents
the whole student body and organizes events and fundraisers
throughout the whole school year. From giving the morning
announcements to playing music in the halls at the end of
every month to organizing the Mr. WHS competition, the
Council unites all of its fellow students with a sense of school
pride and unity. Not only that, but it ensures smoother
teacher-student relations and provides fun opportunities for
the student body to gather together and raise money for this
year's cause, the Valerie Fund. The Council members also
enable students to fully take part in the democratic process,
running competitive campaigns for election with flyers,
Facebook groups and speeches overflowing with promises of
jello-wrestling. The Council keeps student activities well-run
and organized, and provides training for those who may be
the leaders of tomorrow.

Counter-clockwise from above: Rinsing a car at
the car wash before a good scrubbing; Alex
Tarlow leaps to deliver a spike during the
Volleyball Tournament; an Indian Pin team
takes its positions during a match; Mike Clark
gets in the winning frame of mind.

Above left: James Seip and Neil
Fitzpatrick help Pratik Mehta
organize the sports tournament.

Above: Jesse Embry stares down
the opposition during an Indian Pin
match.

Clockwise from above: Craig Dyer
hopes his uniform will dazzle the
opposition to give his team an
advantage; Adam Bergo announces
the winners of the latest series of
games; the look of intense focus that
defines an Indian Pin match; Student
Council members soap up a car to get
it squeaky clean; Ms. Durante takes in
the action during the Volleyball
Tournament.
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It is so tempting to list inside jokes that nobody else will understand, but there would be too
many for this box. But isn't it like that with everything? If you're spending this much time
working with a group of people, you're just naturally going to love them, especially when
there's food involved. And oh, there was food involved. That's how those of us who spent
hours after school sifting through pictures and clicking on boxes stayed energized, of course,
while those of us who typed write-ups in the wee hours of the night before deadlines just
stayed in the comfort of our own homes. Well, actually there isn't much comfort to be had
when you're rushing to meet a deadline. That's why we rely on the incomparable guidance
and wisdom of Mr. De Angelo and Mr. McGarrigan, our amazing advisers who didn't even
solicit this glowing description, and the combined talents of our star editing duo-Maria for
pictures and Katherine for words. Creating the yearbook took a lot of time and a lot of
pressure-induced creativity, but it came together, didn't it?

T he ones! T he onlys! Y e a rb o o k ad viso rs Mr.
De A n g e lo and Mr. M cG a rrig a n (re sp e ctive ly)
w o rk on the pages, o cca sio n a lly playing
vid e o g am es instead.
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Weather Vane

C h ristin e C lark

B essie and E ddie Roca

S a m a n th a A nderson

Jake C erra
Right: K atie G o e lln e r and M aria
K heym an look at one of the
ye a rb o o k pages.
N ikolay S h a rg o ro d sky
aka C o n g re s s m a n Ibson

D ylan H irtle r aka
M cS eed y
Jisu Jung
W rite rs B essie Roca, A llison
Ja ko b o vic, and K a the rine R oberts

All the people above have given their time and
souls into Yearbook. Noted.
Extracurricular
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FACULTY
As we live out our days as the students of
Westfield High School, there is a force which, more
than any other, helps mold us into the mature,
responsible citizens we wish to become: the
faculty. With their knowledge, their guidance, and
their tireless dedication to the jobs they love, they
foster the dreams and skills of over 1,800
students. Our teachers, custodians, guidance
counselors and administrators create a unique
environment in which we can discover who we
truly are. Though our time with these venerable
people is short, their kindness and their
knowledge will stay with us for a lifetime.
Vince FitzPatrick

Faculty
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Board of Education

242 Faculty

Ginny Leiz

Julia Walker

P r e s id e n t

V ic e P r e s id e n t

Ann Cary

Beth Cassie

Jane Clancy

Alice Hunnicutt

Gary McCready

Anne Riegel

Richard Solomon
Faculty 243

Elm Street Administration

Anita O'Neal

Dr. Ted K ozlik

B a rba ra Ball

Interim Assistant Superintendent
of Curriculum and Instruction

Assistant Superintendent of
Pupil Personnel Services

Human Resources
Specialist

R obert B erm an

Dr. M a rg a re t D olan

Hal Joh n so n

Business Administrator
Board Secretary

Superintendent

District Chief
Technology Officer

244 Faculty

Linda King

B a rba ra M am m en

Supervisor of Fine Arts

Supervisor of
Instructional Technology

High School Administration

Lynn M uir

R o bert L. Eyre

Assistant Principal

Assistant Principal
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Keep Coaching

Brenda Acanfora

Lyn Aleksandrowicz

Antoine Allen

Lisa Allen-Thomas

Lillian Alston

William Alusik

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

F in e A r ts

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

S c ie n c e

Jodi Anderson

Kathy Anderson

Joanne Andre

Nancy Babbitt

Martha Bailey

William Barlow HI

A s s is ta n t N e tw o r k M a n a g e r

S e c r e ta r y , C h ild S tu d y T ea m

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

A d a p tiv e P h y s ic a l E d u c a tio n

S c ie n c e

C h e fs M anager

Barbara Barnansky

Ronald Barner

Noel Baxter

Kathleen Bigelow

Erica Bilyk

Jessie Blancato

S e c r e ta r y , H e a lth O ffice

E n g lis h

S u p e r v is o r , S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S c ie n c e

M a th e m a tic s

F o o d S e r v ic e s

Patricia Bligh

Stephen Boyle

Mindy Boyles

Susan Brenan

Renata Brenner

Robert Brewster

S e c r e ta r y , M a in O ffic e

S c ie n c e

A ss t. A th le tic T r a in e r

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

S c ie n c e

S c ie n c e

Hilary Brown

John Buldo

Pam Buldo

Scott Bunt

Maggie Burger

Aimee Burgoyne

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

E n g lish

246 Faculty

Keep Inspiring

John Burns

Rose Calimano

Louis Casagrande

Roy Chambers

Gladys Chambliss

John Cheddar

T V P r o d u c tio n

W o rld L a n g u a g e s

S c ie n c e

F in e A r ts

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

E n g lis h

Shaun Cherewich

Lynna Cirillo

Jenna Cohen

Kristen Cooper

Carmine Coppola

Martha Costa

E n g lis h

C h ild S tu d y T e a m

S p e c ia l S e n h c e s

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

C u s to d ia n

F o o d S e r v ic e s

Barbara Costine

Brennan Coughlin

Lara Crifo

Zorana Culjak

Jane D'Alessandro

Jeremy Davies

S e c r e ta r y , M a in O ffic e

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S p e c ia l S e n h c e s

M a th e m a tic s

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

E n g lis h

David Davis

Louis De Angelo

Marian Dec

David Della Fera

Paulette Del Rosso

Denise DeNicola

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

M a th e m a tic s

C u s to d ia n

E n g lis h

Interim Supervisor
Special Services

B u s in e s s E d u c a tio n

James DeSarno

Daniel Devlin

Rosemary DiBattista

Greg DiGirolamo

Beatrice Diller

Damaris Dominguez

P h y s ic a l E d u c a tio n

E n g lis h

E n g lis h

H e a d C u s to d ia n

C o n te m p o r a r y L iv in g

C o u n s e lo r

Faculty 247

Keep Mentoring

Casey Dominic

Dolores Donahue

Holly Duguid

Lauren Durante

Gretehen Dziedzic

Robert Ebert

C u s to d ia n

F o o d S e r v ic e s

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

Ursula Engel

Melanie Estevez

Kevin Everly

Daniel Farabaugh

Antony Farag

Christine Feleai

W o rk ! L a n g u a g e s

S e c r e ta r y , O ffic e A

H e a lth E d u c a tio n

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S e c r e ta r y , C o u n s e lin g

Catherine Feuerstein

Dan Fiadino

Jan Fine

Darren Finkel

Mary Flannery

Sandra Ford

M a th e m a tic s

C h ild S tu d y T ea m

C o u n s e lo r

E n g lis h

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

M a th e m a tic s

Christiane Friedlander

Hector Garcia

Maria Garcia

Josh Garodnick

Jeanne Genova

Agatino Giunta

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

C u s to d ia n

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

S c ie n c e

F o o d S e r v ic e s

C u s to d ia n

Karen Goller

Maria Gordon

Gregory Gorski

Kim Gosen-Fowler

Jason Grant

E n g lish

Anthony Grasso

S e c r e ta r y , C o u n s e lin g

P h y s ic a l/H e a lth E d u c a tio n

E n g lish

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S c ie n c e

248 Faculty

Keep Nurturing

Arlene Green

Liz Green

David Greer

Marjorie Haba

Ann Hade

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

Annora Happe-Conway

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

E S U W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

S e c r e ta r y , C o u n s e lin g

F in e A r ts

Carole Harazim

Mark Harper

James Hart

Kathleen Hauser

Carrie Heinz

Terry Hennessey

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

S c ie n c e

I n d u s tr ia l A r ts

P h y s ic a l/H e a lth E d u c a tio n

S p e c ia l S e n ’ic e s

S e c r e ta r y , M e d ia C e n te r

Donna Higgins

Andrea Hill

Joanne Hill

Marie-Laure Hollander

Peter Horn

Donna Hornish

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

M a th e m a tic s

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

W o rld L a n g u a g e s

E n g lish , P r o je c t '79

M a th e m a tic s

Thomas Hornish

Mabel Huynh

Warren Hynes

Tricia Ann Iannuzzi

Les Jacobsen

Rachel Janus

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S c ie n c e

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

M a th e m a tic s

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

Jasmin Jones

Malgorzata Kaczynski

George Kapner

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

M a th e m a tic s

M a th e m a tic s

Leah Jarvis

Nancy Johal

F in e A r ts

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

E n g lish , P r o je c t

Kevin Johnson
7V P r o d u c tio n

79
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Keep Supporting

Douglas Kehler

Mary Keller

S p e c ia l S e n d e e s

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

Regina Kiczek
S u p e r v is o r o f M a th e m a tic s

Jodi Klimko

Susan Kolesar

C h ild S tu d y T ea m

H e a lth E d u c a tio n

Alan Lantis
sv"";/ Studies/Project 79
Coordinator

Cathy Lapas

Nancy Latimer

Edward Lauerman

Gerald Leatherman

LaToya Lee

Walter Leonow

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

L ib r a r y

S p e c ia l S e n d e e s

C u s to d ia n

C o u n s e lo r

P h y s ic a l/H e a lth E d u ca tio n

Katherine Luckey

Claudia Lukas

Caitlin MacDonald

Stephen Maczynski

Diane Mahatha

Theresa Malak

P h y s ic a l E d u c a tio n

C u s to d ia n

E n g lis h

D ir e c to r o f C o u n s e lin g

S p e c ia l S e n h c e s

S e c r e ta r y , O ffic e A

Nicole Malvasio

Sandra Mamary

Patricia Marchiano

Maria Martinez

Theresa Martins

Sonia Marto

M a th e m a tic s

A th le tic T r a in e r

M a th e m a tic s

P a r a p r o fe s s io n a I

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

C o u n s e lo r

William Mathews

Lauren Mazzarese

Maureen Mazzarese

Janet McCann

Sandra McCarthy

V o c a l M u s ic

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

C o u n s e lo r

C h ild S tu d y T ea m

S p e c ia l S e n d e e s

Martin Maruschak
M a th e m a tic s , P r o je c t
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79

Keep Teaching

Elizabeth McDermott

Margaret McFadden

Ryan McGarrigan

James McGeney

Judith McLoughlin

Barbara McManus

C o u n s e lo r

Coordinator of Physical Education

C o u n s e lo r

S c ie n c e

S c ie n c e

F o o d S e r v ic e s

Jacqueline Meert

Anthony Meyers

Jill Mezzacappa

Lynne Michalski

Virginia Mickulick

Erin Mone

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

M a th e m a tic s

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

M a th e m a tic s

E n g lish , P r o je c t 7 9

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

James Moriarty

Eleanor Mroz

Ellen Muir

Faye Partsinevelos

Robert Pasternak

John Pearce

C o u n s e lo r

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

M a th e m a tic s , P r o je c t 7 9

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

A ss t. H e a d C u s to d ia n

Victor Pecorella

Jaclyn Peins

Marilyn Pellicone

Marie Percopo

Randi Perlman

Ruby Petterway

C u s to d ia n

T e c h n o lo g y

P a r a p r o fe s s io n a l

E n g lis h

S e c r e ta r y , B o o k k e e p e r

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

Molly Phelan

Dana Philipps

Barbara Philpot

Tara Pignoli

Adam Pizzi

Dana Popola

S c ie n c e

S c ie n c e

C o n te m p o r a r y L iv in g

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s
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Keep Counseling

Michelle Poremski
S o c ia l S tu d ie s, P r o je c t

79

Eric Pringle

Irene Rainey

Sharon Reynolds

Heather Rocco

C u s to d ia n

S ecreta ry'. M a in O ffic e

V o c a l M u sic

E n g lish . D e p a r tm e n t C h a ir

Jennifer Roman
E n g Iis h /J o u r n a l ism

Charles Ropars

Robert Roth

James Rowan

Christine Rozzelle

Anita Russo

Scott Rutherford

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

Supervisor o f World Languages

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

C o u n s e lo r

F ood Sendees

M a th e m a tic s

Nicholas Salvatore

Sylvia Sangiovanni

Maria Santilli

Regina Schuman

Brett Schwarzenbek

Lauren Schwarzenbek

S p e c ia l S e n d e e s

C h ild S tu d y T ea m

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

F o o d S e n ’ic e s

M a th e m a tic s

F in e A r ts

Lori Scicolone

Rudy Scipioni

Michael Seiler

Sarah Seiz

Kara Shields

Sophie Sieracki

S e c r e ta r y , M a in O ffic e

S c ie n c e

S c ie n c e

S p e c ia l S e n d e e s

S p e c ia l S e n ’ic e s

C u s to d ia n

Emily Snitow

Robyn Solomon

Coordinator, Library/Media Center

C o u n s e lo r

Marc Silbergeld

Hedy Siroty

Brian Sloan

E n g lis h

S p e c ia l S e n d e e s

P h y s ic a l E d u c a tio n
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Daniel Smith
S c ie n c e , P r o je c t

79

Keep Supervising

Sara Soriente
S c ie n c e , P r o je c t 7 9

Michelle Spreitzer
H e a lth E d u c a tio n

Karen Stark

Carole Stavitski

Krista Stefanski

Karen Steiner

S o c ia l S tu d ie s

N u r s e /H e a lth E d u c a tio n

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

S e c r e ta r y , A th le tic O jfic e

David Stoneback

Timothy Stumbers

Emily Style

Christopher Tafelski

Margherita Tammaro

S cien ce, D e p a r tm e n t C h a ir

F in e A r ts

E n g lish

S c ie n c e

F o o d S e r v ic e s

Josephine Terribile

Sarah Thompson

Beverly Torok

Kathy Tropeano

Marie Trzepla

Bonnie Underwood

P a r a p r o f e s s io n a l

C o u n s e lo r

P h y s ic a l E d u c a tio n

D ir e c to r , F o o d S e r v ic e s

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

W o r ld L a n g u a g e s

Julie Walsh

Kathleen Walsh

Carol Wenk

Katherine Wertheimer

Darlene White

Effie Williams

L ib r a r ia n

S p e c ia l S e r v ic e s

S c ie n c e

E n g lish

D ra m a

F o o d S e r v ic e s

Margaret Teitelbaum
N u r s e /H e a lth E d u c a tio n

Raymond Wojcik
I n stru m e n ta l M u sic
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CLOSING

We both fight the tide
But deep down inside
I know this won't last forever...

"The Waltz"
The Static Jacks

The closing of a yearbook is a tricky thing. The
urge to drown the page in "these were the best
days of our lives" sentiments is overwhelming. It'd
almost be easiest to wrap up this year in a nice
little bow and hand it right back to you.
But this year was whatever you made it. It's up to
you, not some schmaltzy section of the yearbook,
to figure out what mattered and what didn't, what
you'll always remember and what you'll be happy
to forget. Just like the rest of your life, this closing
is yours: write it yourself.
So there you are, graduates. Go out, kick down the
doors, and make the world rue the day it ever
questioned your greatness.
Class of 2008, I'll see you at the reunion.
Elizabeth Harbaugh

254 Closing

Closing

255

Prom 2007

Keep Dancing

Sean Ferro and Jessica Anderson smile while taking their limo ride to
the prom.
256

Closing

Matt Ince and Jaclyn Kirna pose for a picture
before heading out to the prom.

Nathan Margolin brings a bouquet of flowers to meet his
date, Halli James...

... and Halli shows her appreciation of the gesture with a
big smile.

Closing

257

Graduation

Keep Progressing

Closing

259

Senior

Siblings

Chris & Emma Franks

Jesse & Colin Embry

Kelly & Jane Braun

Britta, Erica, and
Sophie Greene

Alexandria, Brianna and
Keith Hurtt

Michael & Rob McCrea

Sam & Adam Ross

Roshni & Vishal Shah

Greg & Sara Nelson

260 Closing

j*
I

Alex, Joseph, and Caroline Greenspan

Kristen & Megan Boersig

Nick & Kate Brennan

Haley and Grace Mustard

Kimberly & Melissa Morawski

Ryan & Taylor Brand

Jaclyn & Andrew Kirna
Julia & Bonnie Valentin

John & Michael Levidy
Closing

261

Olympia & Catalina Gaglioti

Emma & Eric Byer

Matt & Michael Blutfield

Marlena & Jennifer Cortese

Mark & Casey Reimlinger

Brittany & Alyssa
Clemenko

Melissa & Denise Virzi
262 Closing

Briana & Nadirah Davis

Jamie & Jessica Freeman

Sam & Melanie Johnson

Anusuya & Ravi Bharadwaj

Kyle, Shane, and James Barry

Dennis & Leslie Bartsch

Jessica, Charlotte,
and Gina Harmer

Brittney & Erin
Gallagher
Luke, Robert, and
Peter Granstrand

Jonathan & Leslie Holt
Closing

263

Aly & Elise Annis

Caitlin & Connor Hewett

■

Danny & Amanda Markowski

Barbara & Oreste D'Agosto
264 Closing
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Katie & Betsy Goellner

P

Catherine & Laura Marvin

Ben & Diana Mason

Melissa & Bridget Gallagher

Kim & Kyle Ripperger

Connor, Marykate, and Shannon Doyle

Elizabeth & Alexandra
Hawkins

Kristen & Stephen
Koepfler

Lauren & Nicole Frankfort

Matt & Conor Loughlin

Megan & Adam Sherman

Christine & Jill Kandigian

Ariel & Mady Mone

Liane & Kelli Sullivan
Closing

265

Ali & M.J. Donohue

Melia & Corinne Parsloe

266 Closing

Ray & Sara Connery

Johnny & Pammi Marks

Domenick & Rosina
Wissel

Erin & Katherine Bange

Arielle & Olivia Magnanini

Hannah & George
Wharam

Hannah & Isabelle Weisman

Sammy & Petey Luscombe

Amanda & Breanna Marin

Kerriann & Kathleen Dooley

Kate & Mitchell Young

Brandon & Evan Heroux

Diane & Joe Hagmann

Marissa & Sam Mumford

Closing

267

v
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*

Andrew & Robert Realmuto

>

Stephanie & Kristyn Quinton

Evan & Jennifer Porch

Caitlin & Bobby Ferraro

Stephanie & Melissa Crosta

Dylan & Keegan Wallace
Max & Nate Suri
268

Closing

Bethany & Garrett Verdone

Danny & Jenna Strauss

Rachel & Max St. Lifer

Ellie & Henry O'Brien

Gab & Char O'Leary

Danielle & Kim
Shoback

Nicole & Katie
Venezia

Patrick & Kevin Clancy
Paige & Nick Roudebush

Krista & Mike Ruschmann
Closing
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Promise you won't fo rg e t me, because if I thought you wouCcfi

i

£

I 'd n e v e r Ceave. ~dVinnie the Pooh-

M em ory is a w ay of holding on to the things you Cove, the things you are,

the things you never w ant to Cose. The b o n d e r years~

m*l

Coming together is a 6eginning. K eeping together is progress. W ording together is success.
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“So before we end and then begin w ell reminisce
on how it's been, and now it's time to change our ways,
but I've come to know I've loved these
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Westfield Memorial Library
Westfield, New Jersey

Mem&nie& m M otum
I wanna see what it's like to be livin' out there,
Wanna see what it's like when we break down the wall
T he S tatic Ja cks
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